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sised.
With the new six-button controllers from

A _ : r i i i

just a dream are now within your command. Wanna
know how? Wanna know more? Wanna get $5 off?

Then turn to the next page.
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TheifcSiiPad SG-6.

Advanced, hand-held

4+2 button design.

-$$0 tobletop required, z

just quick fingers and

an instinct for survival.



Hey, Sega Genesis players:

If you don't have Asciiware six-

button controllers yet, you're going

to need them soon.

Because you'll need six-button

control for the lightning-fast

power-combo moves and turbo

action it takes to win the coolest

new Genesis games.

You'll need it for Eternal

Champions.™

You'll need it

for Jungle Strike™

You'll need it

'cause your game-

life depends on it.

First one must

control, then one

can rule:Asciiware

six-button design

puts an arsenal of

powerful combo
moves within your

grasp. Without six

buttons, you're a

pathetic patsy

helpless against

the forces of evil.

Practically.

Freak!

And now,

96 quick words
about quality.

Play with asciiPad

SG-6, or the Fighter

Stick SG-6, and control

is complete. Each

controller adds impressively to

Asciiware 's reputation for

unsurpassed quality. pig!

With each controller,

you'll experience the

most intelligent, award-

winning ergonomic design.

The most advanced

electronic engineering.

The highest quality, most

durable injection-molded

plastics.

And it's

all built to

the most

exacting

tolerances

between seams

and moving parts,

helping make them

the most accurate

firing devices in the

videogame world.

To be the best, start with the best,

and nothing less. Asciiware

controllers.

Now then. Ladies

and gentlemen, choose

your weapons.

(What? You actually

counted the words?

You need an Asciiware controller

in your hands even more desper-

ately than we thought.)

Jungle Strike:

You'll have

tracers. You'll

have streaming

bullets. Your
enemy may not

even have time

to get off a shot.

(

d the Sega Seal of Quality.)



Six-button, hand-held control.

The most comfortable, efficient, ergonomic
hand-held pad there is.

4+2 Configuration for ergonomic forefinger and

thumb controls, instantaneous response and "power

combo" moves, as well as other rapid sequential

manipulations.

Total control of all

available options

for arcade-style

games.

Turbo settings of

up to 24 shots per

second.

Special Features in

.ill Asciiware controllers:

Turbo: Repeat your moves faster than

humanly possible, with up to 36 hits per

second in some models. Application: to

fend off fast moving multiple attacks. In

some games. Turbo actually magnifies

certain moves for even more power.

Surface Mount
Technology (See

specifications for

Fighter Stick SG-6)

Custom
Microchip (See

specifications for

Fighter Stick SG-6)

Unsurpassed

Durability:

Fire Button

Rating of no less

than 5 million

pushes for each button.

Virtually Nonflammable injection-molded

plastic, literally survives any amount of heat your com-

petition may generate.

Special $5
Rebate Offer:
See specially marked
asciiPad SG-6 boxes.

Hands-Free Auto-Turbo: Just switch

to Hands-Free Auto-Turbo, and firing is

automatic. Application: leave your hands

free for frantic maneuvering; avoid

dangerous exposure.

Independent Turbo Control:

Allows you to customize each button

for personal firing preferences.

Slow-Mo: Gives you the option of study-

ing opponent's moves at slower speeds.

Application: to master the most difficult

games and levels; technical analysis of

computerized opponents.

Six-button, arcade-style stick control.

The sturdiest, most efficient, ergonomically

designed arcade-style control yet.

3+3 Configuration for instantaneous response

and "power combo" moves as well as other rapid

sequential manipulations; layout sets standard in

fighting stick performance.

Oversize Ball & Stick deliver outstanding

power, eight-way directional control and smooth

360° rotation. Compaction and decompression

of arcade-style controls ideal for optimal motor

control response.

Compact Power from a joystick that's big

enough for control and small enough for quick-

ness and mobility.

Adjustable Turbo setting up to 36 hits per

second.

Surface Mount Technology of Printed Circuit

Board eliminates extraneous wiring, soldering

and holes in circuit board, contributing to solid

feel and performance under pressure.

Custom Microchip 3.5 x 3.5 millimeters;

1,000 gates [smallest digital logic circuit].

Unsurpassed Durability:

Fire Button Rating

(See specifications for

asciiPad SG-6)

Virtually Nonflammable
(See specifications for asciiPad

mm
This official seal is your assurance that this product

of Sega. Buy games and accessories with this seal t<

with the Sega Genesis and Sega CD Systen

rrsHOWTOWH
©1994 Ascii Entertainment Software, Inc., Fighter Stick SG-6 and asciiPad SG-6 are registered trademarks of Ascii Entertainment Software. Ii

Sega Enterprises, Ltd. Jungle Strike is a trademark of Electronic Arts, All rights reserved.



GIVE YOUR VIMA
Taste Victory or eat Asphalt! -

Hang on for the meanest motorcycle race in

history! Strap on your helmet, kick-start your bike

and get ready to feed your opponents some

major dust. This ain't no racetrack, it's the open

road, and your only guardrail is the white line.

To make matters worse there are no rules!

Your opponent's idea of fun is to shove you

into oncoming traffic! This is the most dirty,

unwholesome and illegal race there is. Killer!

Something's Fishy!

As fishy superspy James Pond, your mission is

to keep evil Dr. Maybe from staging a major

meltdown at the North Pole. His ballistic pen- .

guins are set to level the toy factories in no

time flat. Luckily, you've got a secret weapon:

a righteous Robosuit, with indestructible

armor, unlimited upward stretching and

simply super stomping ability. Don't take

Maybe for an answer!

They've Got the Death Star,

.

Bat You've Got the Force!

Experience the galaxy-blasting epic Star Wars

like never before! Take arms with Luke, Han

and Leia as they tackle the Lord of the Dark

Side himself, Dearth Vader. Make your way

through 15 galactic areas with 23 stages.

Thrill to digitized, animated sequences.

Bomb through Jawa territory. Duck the

Death Star's deadly stormtroopers.

And through it all. ..may the Force be with you.

|s

tiktsfflBI
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Muscle your way past 14 rotten

rivals, and keep an eye

tf
out for the cops.

You'll need to pilot planes,
cars and even bathtubs.

Bring your license to thrill!

Choose Luke, Han or Leia,

each with their own
weapons and moves.

Star Wars game 1990, 1993 LucasArls Entertainmen I Company . Ail -ignis rescved Used under authorization. Star Wars is a lenisiernd trademark ol Lueusliim Ltd Licensed by US Gold. JAMES POND and ROBOCOD
are trademarks ot Millennium. 1991 Millennium. .All rights reserved. Road Hash is a trademark of Electronic Arts. '' 1991 Electronic Arts. All rights reserved. SEGA GENFSISand GAME GEAR are trademarks of Sega

Enterprises Ltd. 1992 U.S. Gold, Inc.



KKK IN THE REAR!

t •
I
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On 5 different road courses and
S tough levels, it's no guts,

no glory.

Take your pick of &heavenly hogs.
It's a biker's dream come true! [Ml

j

Keep the needle at 140 per if

you want a chance at the
serious dinero.

In 64 different areas, you've
gotta find out what's
naughty and nice.

Chowder the Doctor's soldiers

on land, and in the water
and air. Rescue the toy factories from

certain doom. Tell Maybe,
"No way!"

Tear through the Tatooine
desert in your customized

landspeeder.

Mix it up with malevolent
jawas, stormtroopers
and sand people.

41

. ";W

Thrill to super fast TIE fighter

battles in first-person

3D graphics.
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JUST REVIEW IT
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Saps on
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The Nation's top arcade sports phenomenon is coming
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can bring.
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FAST TAKES
Get in, get smart and get gaming with Fast Takes, Sega

Visions' listing of new games with a few hints, a few tips

and a quick look at the fun you can expect!

Sega CD
Bram Stoker's Dracula 78

Chuck Rock II .78

Revenge of the Ninja 79

The Terminator .79

Genesis
Blades of Vengeance .79

Chester Cheetah's Wild Wild Quest 80

Dragon's Revenge 80

Prince of Persia 80

F-l 1 7 Nightstorm .81

Family Fued 81

High Seas Havoc 81

The Incredible Crash Dummies 82

Joe and Mac 82

RaceDrivin' 82

T2 Judgement Day M
Virtual Pinball J34

Wiz'nLiz J34

Zool-Ninja from the "Nth" Dimension 86

Game Gear
The Addams Family .86

Ms. Pacman B6

Pinball Dreams .88

Robocop Vs. The Terminator .88

Zool 88

no a dance ol doom

with Oirk the Damw

inOOBonsLair.

Page 1*.
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HEAVY EQUIPMENT
Peripherals and everything you need to make your

gaming more fun.

Get Activated! Eternal Champions and the Activator 90

Tee V Golf. 92

DEPARTMENTS
Sports Playbook
Reviews of the hottest sports titles

Jammit for Genesis .97

NFL's Greatest Teams for Sega CD .98

Prize Fighter for Sega CD 1 00

WWF Royal Rumble for Sega CD 102

NBA Action '94 for Genesis 103

Formula 1 for Genesis 104

Winter Olympics for Genesis and Game Gear 106

VizKidz!

Neato Games and Stuff - Not for adults!

Sylvester and Tweetie in Cagey Capers

for Genesis 109

The Jungle Book for Game Gear 1 1

Deep Duck Trouble Starring Donald Duck

or Game Gear 112

Tom and Jerry: Frantic Antics for Genesis 1 1

3

Goof/s Hysterical History Tour for Genesis 114

Beauty and The Beast: Belle's Quest and

Roar of the Beast 1 1

5

Fido Dido and Barbie Super Model 116

Bubble and Squeak and James Pond 3 1 1

8

Sega Visionaries. 1 20

Hints, tips and codes from gamers everywhere.

Totally Sonic. 124

The place to look for cool Sonic stuff.

Power Shopping 126

Hot Deals on Games.
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Arena's Mortal Kombat

Prepare yourself for a plunge

into the pit as Johnny Cage

delivers his patented,

rib-shattering t
*

Shadow i
<~\

Kick.
{4

f

m<

Eternal Champions'
"

Use Shadow's Flying Step

to stomp on Larcen.

I

SOM

imMAI
M^^u'i'J^B BK^^^MN13mADVANTAGES
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Streets of Raqe 2™ # |
Blaze flattens Galsia with H

:
:

her karate chop. it U
%

i W i

Wr?' ',

Electro Brain's Best of the

-:
Best Championship Karate™ ^'Wi
Rearrange his brains when

you hit this kick-boxing foe

with a Round House.

-ft*^^^SBBSHII

jgrjj «
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Capcom's Street Fighter II'

Soecial Champion Edition

Ryu takes a bite out of

Sagat when you use his

Dragon Punch.

:"'">'

Greatest Heavyweights

This round is over

when you left jab the

big bruiser.

KK

mHam

mHJHH9
ffiH IM 1 WTmm

figured it out. Your opponent

He's sitting over there moving his

thumbs. You're in the middle of an infrared ring, punching and kicking.

It'll hit him fast. You've got better moves because you're moving your

whole body. He only uses two thumbs. With Eternal Champions, for

example, you kick left and right and your character kicks left and right.

When you punch back, your character punches back. The guy with the

regular controller doesn't have a chance, unless you're completely out

of shape. It's not exactly a fair fight, but who cares about being fair?

FOR SEGA GENESIS"



Overheard af Sega

Whassup
This Issue

Sharp-eyed Visionaries may have already

noticed a few changes in this issue, like all the

changes we make, we hope they result in a more

fun and informative magazine. Ifyou think

otherwise (or if you have other ideas), let us

know. After all, this is your magazine. We're just

the guys who put it together for you.

First, we made the Fast Takes section bigger,

and gave more coverage to each game (a third of

a page, up from a quarter of a page). Fast Takes

reviews will also include hints and tips, as well as

the usual scores and ratings. We also introduced

a fun way of interpreting game scores— see the

Visionaries section for a way to get in on the

action and get your name in Sego Visions (and

win a T-shirt, too, of course). By covering more

games as Fast Takes, we are able to give other

games more extended coverage— a minimum

of two pages of hints, tips and strategies.

Next, we've added more contests with cool

prizes. In addition to the Fast Takes contest, we

are now offering prizes for the envelopes we

print in Yo Sega! This issue we are giving an

AsciiPad SG-6 for the best three, and T-shirts for

all the others.

Board Game
Update

Travel Buffrom Intellectual Technologies, Inc.

can teach you about other countries without

making you feel like you're sitting in a geogra-

phy class. Players try to achieve the status of

Travel Buffby answering questions about a

region's food, culture, history and geography

The Travel Buff is the first player (or team) to

successfully master five of the nine travel areas.

But knowledge alone won't do the trick—
money, luck, risk and strategy also play a part.

Sounds a little like a cross between Trivial Pur-

suit and a travel guide.

In other board game news, you can now

play Monopoly without having to spend five or

six hours slowly grinding your opponents into

bankruptcy. A new rule book by Stephen Reiss

presents a set of rules that allows you to play an

entire game in two hours or less. While its

name is a mouthful (The Reiss Rules/or 2-Hour

Monopoly; Fun, Fast Unofficial Way to Play Amer-

ica's Favorite Board Game), the 64-page book

guarantees enhanced strategy and a winner

within two hours.

And You Thought
They Were Just Old
and Out of Date

The Museum of the Moving Image in Astoria,

New York, has the world's foremost collection of

arcade machines, including the first-ever coin-

operated video arcade game {Computer Space), as

well as all the classic games that older gamers

remember with nostalgia— Pong, Space Invaders,

Vac Man and Frogger, to name just a few The

museum also features some of the latest video

game technology, including Sega's Activator, and

the soon-to-be-available Sega Channel.

Continued on Page 10
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own Sega Genesis game?
(connect fleas for answer.)
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Arcade Update
Tilt, the video arcade at the Fashion Island shop-

ping mall in San Mateo, California, has become

the unofficial proving ground for Sega's new

arcade machines. We happened by there recent-

ly, and noticed a small crowd around one of the

machines. The machine, Virtua Fighters, is a two-

player fighting game that uses a polygon-based

technology instead of the usual animation-frame

technology (Polygon graphics technology is

most often used in flight simulators, because it

can update a constantly changing terrain more

smoothly than traditional animation. This is the

first time polygon graphics technology has been

used in a fighting game.) The result is better con-

trol and smoother action, and to the people play-

ing and watching, it also means a more exciting

fighting game.

Don't Try This on
Your Hamster

In other arcade news, Sega has developed

the Some redemption game, an arcade machine

with a slightly different "spin." Timing is every-

thing when you insert a coin in the slot. Time it

right, and the coin travels along the correct

chute and rewards you with tickets that can be

redeemed for prizes. Sega hasn't decided

whether they will be distributing this machine

in the U.S.

Friz Freleng
If you've never heard the name Friz Freleng,

either you were bom last week, or you've spent

your entire life living in a deep dark cave. Mr.

Freleng is a true pioneer of the animated short

(cartoon, to you), and the creator of such classic

characters as Bugs Bunny, Sylvester and Tweety,

and Pink Panther, among others. Tecmagik has

created a Genesis title based on Pink Panther

(Pinl: Goes To Hollywood), and arranged for Sega

Visions to interview Mr. Freleng at his home in

Los Angeles. Check out page 80 for an exclu-

sive conversation with the man who has been

creating animations since the 1920s.

Don't ask us how it works, but the Star Trek

Next Generation Transporter from Playmates

Toys of La Mirada, California, can beam up

Captain Kirk (or any other small action figure)

right before your eyes. Push the transporter

lever up, and the object being beamed (or the

"beamee" if you like) slowly fades, accompanied

by all the familiar sound effects. Push the lever

down, and the object reappears. Although this

ingenious product is aimed at kids eight years

or older, we suspect that Trekkie collectors are

going to be lining up to buy them. (Actually, we

do know how it works, but it would spoil all

the fun ifwe told you.)

My Magic Diary
This cool electronic diary from Casio is

designed for today's digital set, lads who love to

play with computers and other electronic good-

ies. My Magic Diary features a phone directory

with room for important info (such as birth-

days), and even a funny face to associate with

each friend (with more than 400 facial features

to choose from, you can create billions of differ-

ent faces). It also has a calculator, time zones for

every place in the world, a horoscope, and, of

course, a diary that you can access only with a

secret password. My Magic Diary is small

enough to fit in a pocket or purse, and has

enough battery power to keep you organized

until the end of the century

Tecmo Super
Bowl Update

Hey football fans! Here's an update on Tecmo

Super Bowl, one of the hottest-selling football

titles this season. In last issue's Sports Playbook

Features Grid, there were some items that were

N/A (not available at press time). We have the

information now, so here it is.

First, a total of 32 offensive and 32 defensive

plays are available in the game, with four pass

plays and four run plays available at a time (for

a total of eight offensive plays out of the 32).

Second, while there's no user-selectable weather

in the Regular Season, you can select rain or

snow in the Pre-season and Pro Bowl (are you

ready for snow in Hawaii?). Weather in the Reg-

ular Season is determined by the computer,

based on statistical probabilities for the date and

region. Finally in addition to the Pre-season,

Pro Bowl and Regular Season modes, the game

also features a Tournament mode (which is

what we refered to as Arcade in the last issue).

AD this, plus Tecmos three-season statistical

record keeping make this one worth a close

look. Check it out.

Genesis CDXTM

Sega is introducing a combined Genesis/Sega

CD unit that looks unbelievably cool, and that

will let you play regular Genesis carts as well as

Sega CD games. Not to mention audio CDs and

CD+G disks. The new Genesis CDX is a CD-

based entertainment system that squeezes all of

the above into one little powerhouse package.

Hook it up to a regular TV or monitor, and it's

an instant game machine. Attach a pair of head-

phones, and it's a CD-based audio system that

most audiophiles would be proud to own.

Because of its unique design, it lets you switch

carts, or switch between carts and CDs, without

having to power down.

The new CDX will be available in March,

and will come complete with a six-button con-

troller, an AC adaptor, a stereo video monitor

cable, and three CD games: Ecco the Dolphin™

CD, Sego Classics™ Arcade Collection, and

Sonic CD™.

10 Sega Visions-* Februarij/llarcti 1394
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The Batik Bourn, vi

ma with a daubh-ju

IjJou probably aren't prepared for

such an intense fighting game. Few are.

That's why we've included the Holo-

Trainer and Instant Replay, to help

ready you for fierce competition. You'll

battle nine huge warriors, each with

their own martial arts fighting style,

like Jeet Kune Do and Ninjitsu. With

35 killer moves, any of these guys

could kick Guile's butt. Get

good enough and you'll dis-

cover all the cool Overkills.

Prepare yourself. Because when it cor

to pain, it's better to give than receive.
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Yo Segal

What does "Genesis" mean?

A.M.,Paducah,KY

As millions ofgamers all over the world know,

Genesis means the best 16-bit gaming experi-

ence. But before the Sega Genesis came along,

the word genesis meant something else—
namely, the beginning (the first book of the Bible

is called Genesis, and it starts with the words

"In the beginning..."). For most gamers, Genesis

represents the beginning of their gaming lives, so

we think it was pretty aptly named.

Vo Segal

1 think it would be a good idea to make your "enve-

lope art" a contest. You could offer a prize for best

drawing a year, like a free Sega game or something

like that. If you had a contest like this you would get

more letters and drawings. Just a suggestion.

W.H., Dayton, OH

We already get plenty of letters and drawings,

thank you. However, we still liked your idea, so

we're going to go for it. Starting this issue, we
will be giving away a valuable prize for the best

envelope. This time, though, we're giving away a

prize in triplicate—to three talented artists from

the same family. Chad, Braeh and Britton

Sliwinski of Racine, WI, each win an asciiPad

SG-6fromASCIiWARE.

Vo Sega!

Will Sega ever make a "Beavis and Butt-head" video

game?

T.R., Youngstown, OH

Yes, Viacom (the owners ofMTV) are working

on a Beavis and Butt-head game to he released

sometime this year. Look for more information

on this game in a future issue of Visions.

Vo Sega!

How does a CD put an image on the screen?

M.A., Springs, TX

The data on a CD is stored as microscopic little

"pits" that can be read by a laser. All computers

(including video game systems as well as digital

sound systems) process data that is stored in the

form of Is and Os. Each pit on a CD has a value

of 1, while the absence of a pit has a value of 0.

A CD-ROM (or an audio CD player) reads this

data very quickly, then passes it along to the

processor, which in turn translates it into a sig-

nal that a TV can play back. The pattern of Is

and 0s works something like a player-piano roll,

telling the computer (or sound system) what

images to display or what sounds to make.

Vo Sega!

In the June 1993 issue ofEGM magazine, they said

that monthly on-line costs of the Sega Channel chan-

nel would top $200! I referred back to Sega Visions

(June/July 1993, p. 77) and you said it would proba-

bly cost $10-$15 per month. Please tell me who has

the right amount.

K.V., Syracuse, NY

EGM? What's that? Just kidding. While EGM
sometimes scoops the other magazines with

industry news, it doesn't always get the story

right. That's the danger with always trying to be

first with the hot news— the earlier the infor-

mation, the less likely it is to be complete or

accurate. We think the editors ofEGM should

have read the Sega Visions article before going to

press with a ridiculous "scoop." Current projec-

tions for the Sega Channel are that it will cost

$10 to $20 per month, a far cry from the $200

mentioned in the EGM article.



fo Segal

I've been hearing about Sega's new DSP chip. What

does it do? What system will it be used for? What

games will use it? 1 know you have the answers.

S.B., Mountain View, CA

DSP stands for digital signal processor, and

makes use of the same technology found in high-

end stereo systems and computers. DSP chips

are specialized chips that can manipulate digital

data to create specific effects. For example, DSP

chips in stereo systems can re-create different

listening environments, such as concert halls,

jazz clubs or sports stadiums. Sega's DSP chip

will be used in the Virtua Raring game coming

soon for the Genesis, and will recreate a poly-

gon-based race-track environment similar to the

Virtua Racing arcade game. Stay tuned for a

review of this hot title.

Vo Sega!

You say that games like Jurassic Park have Al (artificial

intelligence) so that they won't do the same thing

twice, and DPA (dynamic play adjustment) so they get

smatter as you improve. How do you make games

have that?

M.S., Dubois, PA

Computers are not "intelligent" in the tradi-

tional sense of the word, but are good at follow-

ing simple instructions without making mistakes.

Even so, programmers are able to give comput-

ers sets of simple instructions that can make

them appear intelligent . For example, a com-

puter can detect a pattern in the player's game

play. By changing the pattern used by the char-

acter in the game, the action sequence becomes

less predictable, and so creates the appearance

of intelligence.

Dynamic play adjustment is a little different.

In that case, the computer (or video game sys-

tem) is continually monitoring the player's per-

formance, checking the score, time spent,

enemies killed, etc. If the computer detects an

improvement in the player's performance, it can

make the game a little more difficult. It does this

not by becoming smarter, but by making ene-

mies a little more difficult to kill, or by making

ledges a little more difficult to reach, etc. Al and

DPA together can help make a game different

every time you play it.

Vo Sega!

I would like to know if video games can have viruses?

If so, how could they affect the games or the Genesis?

M.B., Femdale, MD

A computer virus is a small set of computer

instructions that can replicate itself and spread

from one computer to another, similar to the

"people" viruses that cause the flu and other ill-

nesses. Computer viruses spread through conta-

minated disks— when a disk carrying the virus

instructions is used on a computer, the virus

puts a copy of those instructions onto the com-

puter^ hard disk. After that, whenever a disk is

used on that computer, the virus will copy itself

onto the disk, which can then infect other com-

puters, and so on.

Video game cartridges don't have a virus

problem, because video game systems don't copy

instructions onto cartridges. Without a means of

spreading, a virus is nothing but a useless set of

instructions, all dressed up with nowhere to go.
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Hot envelope artists Chad, Brach

aod Btitton Sliwinski each receive
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back...
to party!

Streak across the stars for an all-new hip-hop-'til-U-drop adventure on the

far-flung planet of Funkotron! Toejam & Earl are caught in a manic panic

when a flock of Earthling tourists hitch a ride on their Rapmaster Rocket.

Now it's your turn to help the dynamic duo round 'em up with their

FunkScan and send this pesky posse packing through 17 levels of

funkified fungi jumping, bubble bouncing and rhythm rapping fun!

Feel the funk...with Toejam & Earl!



SPLASHDOWN !

Dive for presents in underwater caverns

and sneak a smooch from a friendly blowfish!

BUBBLE UP!
Bubble-bounce your way to the Funktivate Spots

and help restore the fabric of the Funk Dimension!

3$P
LOCALS
ONLY!

/%*•*.- ;„/f£v^| Jar the touristy t ..

and those pesky poodles

THE ACTION
HEATS UP!

too. while you re at it! underground cavern

jam out ! Kick it with the jiveste

'"xt valuable clues in thf

bustamove i Drop-iob a jar

«*^*g»



OVERVIEW
Are the windows shaking? Feel the

floor starting to tremble? Hear the

roar? It's not the Stealth Bomber.

And don't expect a B-52. It's Sonic,

and he's zooming your way in an all-

new Sonic adventure, Sonic the

Hedgehog3from Sega. If you're a

fan of the spiny blue hedgehog with

an attitude, expect all the game
play you've come to love plus new
characters, new moves, new lands

and new evil machines from the

original bad egg, Dr. Robotnik. jj

his time, the Doc has crash landed on the

Floating Island. He needs a set of seven

Chaos Emeralds to repair his ship and be on

his evil way To get the Emeralds, he's enlisted

the help of the islands resident and the

newest member of the Sonic family, Knuckles

the Echidna.

The most user-friendly Sank ever, Sank 3

has six huge zones, each composed of two

acts, with Special Stages, Bonus Rounds and a

new set of options. Now you can save your

games in one of six save spaces. In the one-

pkyer mode you have the choice of playing

as Sonic and Tails, Sonic-alone or Tails alone.

The Sonic-alone game is the toughest. Tails

solo is a little easier. The Sonic and Tails mode

is challenging, but falls in the range where

most Sonic players like to be. The two-player,

head-to-head competition mode offers players

the choice of playing as Sonic, Tails or Knuck-

les. There are three different Competitive
:

modes and five Competitive zones. Sonic

fans will appreciate the fact that the Competi-

tive zones are in real time and totally

distortion free!



The Faces
of Sonic

Sega has added new animations and

situations to bring you a hedgehog

with even more attitude.

Sonic's jet-pow- Sonic and Tails

ered biplane is the take a fall.

perfect entry vehi-

cle for the Float-

ing Island.

After sliding down

a rope, Sonic

takes a new spin

Knocked for a on things.

Tails
Our favorite fox has his own role in Sonic 3, and a few new moves of his own.

Tails or Tarzan? You Tails is capable of Tails is famous for

be the judge. living on the edge, his helicopter spin,

too.

Keep him in the air Bet you didn't know

too long, and Tails Tails is on the

gets tuckered out. Mobius Olympic

Swim Team!

^^to^theground % ' t0Ugh teucfe fence, his name)Xh

spSH rpSKSSS?

ssssSSs*85

Sonic on the edge. Things are looking

up for Sonic.

J^SslSTgive you a random

type ol shield.
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Two Player
Competition Mode

The Two Player Competitive modes give you the opportunity to take on a

friend head-to-head in two in five all new zones. Game play takes place

in real-ume split screens, scaled so there is no distortion. The levels look

great and move like lightninj

Balloon Park is a looping, high-

speed romp. Find balloons to get a

real bounce up in life.

The Desert Palace Zone is classic

Sonic. The big obstacle here is

quicksand.

The Chrome Gadget Zone is high- The Endless Mine Zone can be just
tech and full of razor-sharp surfaces, mat if you don't Spin blast your way

through rocks.

*&*•*"****£?
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Lake Zone.
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Ever play this type of game? Robot-

nik's breaking the blocks. You're the

ball. And you can't go through.

you can do some iairiy outrageous

bouncing with the Water Shield.

Robotnik will use this bomb dis-

penser to raise the heat on Angel

Island. Catch a Flame Shield and

Spin Attack away at the end of Angel

Island Zone 1. This is how you can

make things hot for Robotnik.

Ootchie, ootchie, owwowwoww! A

piranha has my nose and I can't

breathe and my air is almost up.

Push Left and Right rapidly on the

D-Button to shake it off.

Running like the wind is the only

way to keep Robotnik's game from

blowing up in your face.

The Carnival Nights Zone is the fast

track to fun. Find the Fire Barrier and

you can Fireball Spindash by Jump-

ing and pressing any Button.

Large spiked globes in the Marble

Garden Zone can quickly pari a

hedgehog and his Rings. Time it and

Jump.

Get the Lightning Shield and Sonic

can do a double jump in mid-air,

gaining twice the height of a normal

Sega Visions'Febfuary/rlarch 1994
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HOT HINTS

Jump in Hie cannon for a real Nasi

But you need to be just left ol center

te get anrthiiig besides a keadache.

When you're a ttedgehos, lite under-

water is a blast. Don't worry...just

take the ride and keep glaring.

nj

Get trie Lightning Shield to protect

Sonic and Tails from energy attacks.

You'll also become magnetic and

attract any Rings you happen to

pass. This is the major way-cool

mr (like game.

The Water Shield allows you to

breath underwater and to bounce on

enemy's heads.

When playing the Sonic and Tails

game in the one-player mode, a

friend can give you a hand with

Tails by plugging in a second

control pad.

• Get 100 Rings lor an extra Hie.

• You can generate an insta-Shield

by quickly pressing Button A, B or

C twice. It only lasts lor a split-

second, but could protect you

from losing your rings.

• Look for the 1-Up in Act One of

Angel Island. It's halfway up the

trunk on the large tree.

• You must get all tke blue spheres

in the Special Stage to get a

Chaos Emerald. You'll also earn

a Continue.

• You need 50 Rings when you hit

the Star Post to get into the Gum-

ball Machine.

• Get 50 Rings in the Special Stage

and you get an extra life.

special ®2SK»>*f*"

?*kSS«5-t ssssSsa

you're tiistorv-

art,
Backward.

andRisW-

Power-Ups
Power-ups? Docs this game have

power-ups! Shields protect you

from one hit and gives you some

special abilities as well.

The Flame Shield

protects Sonic

Find a Super Ring and Tails Irom a

power-up to get lire attack.

10 Rings.

The Water Shield

invincibility can allows you to

be found breath underwater

here...though it's and to bounce on

only temporary, enemy's beads.

Bop this icon to

get a 1 -up.

The Lightning

Shield will give

you protection and

much, much more!

Sep Visions^Februaiq/March 1994 21
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Moving Platforms 1
The entrance to Hie first Special Stage

is here.
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No, you can't beat your chest and yell at

the jungle first!

tWWif"

Blast through this rock wall to reach the

Big Ring.

Map continued

on next page

Timing Is the hey to jumping from rope

to rope.

Sega Visions*! ebruarq/Mai eft 1994 23



A Water Shield is just underneath tl

take-off ramp.

24

What's this? An invincibility power-up.

Sega Visians*Februarg/March 1994

This cannon blasts naming, spiked shot.

The Fire Shield will protect you. Look tor

it in a palm tree close by.



and you'll pick

This Star Post serves as your continue

point and the entrance to the Gumball

machine.

Jump trom the top of the last loop to

reach this 1-up.

^Z \
KOMI 1500 ||,|

TIME 631
P1IM05 3

Push the rocks out of the way to gel to a Kit this door spinning to reach higher

room full of power-ups. ground.
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uiSu What a
Town!

OVERVIEW

you smack in the middle of the action with Tru

active video, where your decisions determine \

comes next. With ground-breaking, high-quality dig

graphics, this two-disc game pushes the envelope of

active excitement. Ground Zero, Texas was directed by

Dwight Little, known for the hit films Home Alone, Marked

For Death, Halloween 4 and Rapid Fire. Ground Zero, Texas

moves with the same edge-of-your-seat drama. You enter

the game as a special operative set to control a series of

armed battlecams in a remote Texas town under siege. The
" e game takes place from your point of view.

don't mean a meal together. You

have to figure out who the aliens

are before they eat many more of

the populace and the}' take charge

of the town. No earthly weapon

acncal nuke) will kill

them. You .«v El Cadrons last

hope. Fail, and die government

will drop a nuclear bomb on the

town to keep the region from

being overrun.

You control battlecams that

keep watch on key areas of the

town I achbatdecam is a combi-

nation camera and state-of-the-art

panicle-beam disrupter. You use

the weapon to stun the aliens and

hope that your agents on the scene

can collect clues that tell you

aliens li:

and are trying to take them out. As

you are alerted by the aliens' pres-

ence and «m!i

you find that they are taking shots

at your battlecams. Take some hits

— the colorful world fades to

black and white, andyou no
; lave targeting overlays.

lake a few more, and the view ga

prismatic. Take too many; and yen

lose the battlecam. The loss is only

temporary— the battlecam can be

repaired— if the agent on the

scene hasn't been abducted for

alien kibbles and bits. Lose battle-

rams too early, and its mushroom-

cloud time. El Cadron needs you.

The aliens are hungry Get

to work.

four Field Operatives

mm
Mathews is your Main Street agent. This is Pike. He's a jeep driver and

your operative tor the Plaza Square.

Disalvo is second-in-command and

your Hotel Window region agent. This is your field agent In the Cantina.

His name is Bream.

30 Sega Visions*Febriiari|/March 1994
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Shoot-Out
«<& erf l^»v*»l Hnf>
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I The battles at Main Street's Shoe

I Shine area are tough because your

I target overlay is liny with many of

I the aliens. Aim carefully.

The battles from the Cantina Window

have more Reticularis popping in

from the side.

i

Vhen fighting at the Plaza Square

ou often have two tiny windows of

ipportunity against the aliens rather

than one normal window.

Each of the fights has random pedes-

trians wandering through the scene.

Watch out for them and shoot only

aliens. The Hotel Window area has

lots of aliens popping up from behind

bales of hay.

This is a baltlecam. You need to

keep it from taking too many hits

Take too many hits and your battle-

cam video fades to black and white.

in lots of cutaways, one of the peo-

ple in the scene will turn out to be an

alien. These are random. If three

people are visible, it could be any ol

them each time you play II.

'Mr.

Alter clearing the aliens at a particu-

lar location (or it you have multiple

alerts), drop your shield over the bat-

tlecam on your way to the next area

by tapping Button B.

The mushroom cloud on-screen ean

be taken as a message that you have

messed up! Game Over.

HOT HINTS
• Bring up your battlecam's shield

as you switch to another camera.

Shields work lor only a short

while but will save some bits.

• Each time you save one ol your

agents from a Reticular! abduc-

tion, the agent will find a clue on

the stunned alien.

• Four clues give you the code to

unlock the door to the weapons

stash fit you can find it).

• Keep your cross hairs centered on

the screen after every encounter.

Watch for the flicker from the next

scene change just before you

move your cross hairs and fire.

• Don't spend too much time watch-

ing the action around each battle-

cam. Switch 'cams Irom alert to

alert.

• The aliens are easier to spot as

the game progresses...but also

more numerous.

• In the first and second levels, hit

two innocent bystanders and It's

Game Over. In later levels, hit one

and it's Game Over, man!

Ground Zero Texas™ is distributed by Sony Image-

soft. 2100 Coiorado Avenue, Santa Monica. CA

90404. Sony is a registered trademark of Sony Cor-

poration. Imagesolt is a trademark of Sony Elec-

tronic Publishing Company © 1993 Sony Electronic

Publishing Company Ground Zero Texas™ pro-

duced by Digital Pictures, Inc. tor Sega ot America.

Computer code © 1993 Digital Pictures. Inc. All

rights reserved.
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ZOOm intO Action With SEGA Genesis ! Grab your lightning shield and
roll into action...Swing from vine-to-vine, dodge the deadly traps and launch a slew

of souped-up spin-attacks through mega-sized zones filled with hidden rooms and
secret passageways! Count on trusty Tails to airlift you out of danger, and record

your progress using the new Game Save Feature. Experience the ultimate in ultra-

sonic power on a ring-grabbing, super-Sonic ride that will keep you spinning!

SAVE $|
ILIFESAVERS

Collect 10 Life Savers wrappers and

get a $ 1 mail-in rebate on purchase of

Sega products with official rebate form.

NEW ON
Sega Genesis



OVERVIEW
It's the hottest slammer in the arcades— and for good rea-

son. NBA Jam from Arena is 360-degree, rirrwocking action.

Exotic, killer slam dunks. No fouls. The meanest twoon-two

competition around. And now it's coming to the Genesis. Slam

as some of the biggest superstars from all 27 of the NBA
teams. Test your Jams with Barkley, Mourning, Laettner and

Pippen. Try a one-player, two-player on the same team, two
players against each other, or with the four-player Team Player

(Sega's multiplayer adapter), play a two-on-one or four-player

game with your pals. All the incredible "he's on fire" dunks

and hot features of the arcade version are here.

NIBA]am, in addition to the

54 NBA heroes, will have a num-

ber of secret characters, modes and

tricks hidden in the game. The

same terrific seasonal play and

record-keeping of the arcade ver-

sion are here, plus new features

like two-player team records and

player switching. With updated

players and stats, you'll get to learn

the strengths and weaknesses of

each team anew. The same three-

button controls exist— so you

won't have to learn any new but-

ton configurations. ButtonA is Pass

on offense and Steal on defense.

Button B is Turbo in both offense

and defense. Button C is Shoot on

offense and Block on defense.

Just Dunk It!
So how ate the dunks? Better than

the real thing. A supercharged

adrenalin rush. Each player has a

set of possible jams, depending on

his "dunking" rating bar. The bigger

the bar, the more dunks that player

will have, like the arcade version,

this game is a b-ball dunkfest, with

lots of different jams. The dunks

vary according to the player and his

position within and just outside the

key area. Depending on the player,

holding down the Turbo and Shoot

Buttons outside the key near the

third lick mark might give you a

wild Hang on the Rim dunk or the

Tarzan Yell Slam...complete with

blood-curdling yell. This is KFt
slam heaven. gjja

TDMGHT'S ttlflTCH-UP

The Player Match-up screen.

Hold Turbo and Shoot Irom fairly

close and below the baskel and

you'll make one of the three types

ol Tomahawk Jams.

Another ol the great Tomahawk

Jams. While moving in mid-key,

hold Turbo and Shoot.

» ' >r£^
?r**'T'

To do the 360 Degree Slam, hold

Shoot near the second tick mark a

(he key.

n the computet assist is on, you

have about a 50750 chance ol hitting

a throw from anywhere on the court

at the buzzer. Chuck the leather and

ride the odds.

34 Sega Visions*Februatq/ Hatch 199

One ol the Tomahawk Jams from

another angle.

Pull this one off and you'll hear, "Is

It the shoes?!?"
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When defending, lap Button A to

attempt a Steal. You'll hear a clang

and the ball will flash during the

attempted Steal.

Double-lap the Turbo Button to throw

an elbow.

SSSdCandShoot.Powl

In the third and fourth quarters, yon

can smash the backboard with a

particularly nasty slam. Akeem is

Hie slam-master blasting the glass.

spins t^efcE *» to,taut and
"Ws/de the keylSmlTim *> « '™m
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Try to avoid flashy dunks when time

is running out They use up more

time than Just shooting the darn ball.

Shoot lor the hoop. Otherwise the

clock runs down and you are frozen

In the air.

NBAJam © 1993. Midway s a trademark at Midway Manutadur-

itg Compady lire NBA and NBA learn trademarks used herein are

used under terse Iram NBA Properties. Inc All nghts reserved.

NBA JAM SESSION is trademark!*! and ovmed fry NBA Properties,

Inc Copyright © 1 993 NBA Properties, Inc. Alt rights reserved.
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OVERVIEW
Murder, mystery, mayhem and money are at the root of

Double Switch, a new Sega CD mystery/adventure from

Sega. Double Switch makes you part of the action. Shot

with a gritty video-cam effect for ultimate realism, Double

Switch uses Sega's TruVideo™ technology to deliver a top-

rate interactive gaming experience that feels like a movie.

Double Switch features a cast of quirky characters and a

twisting plot that could have come straight from a B movie

— and even uses actors you'll recognize. But unlike in a B

movie, the ending will surprise you.

In three acts, you get to help

unravel the strange goings-on and

deadly secrets harbored at The

Edward Anns, an apartment com-

plex that is the ancestral home of

Eddie. Eddie, a teen with a weird

bent for security and gadgctry, has

wired the building with traps. The

Edward Arms houses tenants with

questionable pasts. A loose-faced

mobster with friends who deliver

messages with lead. An aspiring

journalist who's minding every-

body's business...but her own. And

a handyman who rivals Eddie's

mechanical mastery..with a few

toys of his own.

But The Edward Arms harbors

more than people. Treasure is

rumored to be buried there— in

the fonu of an ancient statue called

lax, which holds the key to the

Pharaohs riches. Treasure enough

to Ml for.

You start off as Eddie's sole link

to the house's security system. You

see, Eddie's locked in the base-

ment, all access to his traps cut off.

You control the action, arming

traps to capture intruders and

switching video cams between the

tenants' rooms. Timing is critical in

Double Switch, but not just timing

the springing of traps. Knowing

when to let an intruder wander

about so you can get vital informa-

tion is key to winning the game.

And then, knowing which guys

are the bad guys., and when.. .is

important.

The only thing you know for

sure in Double Switch is that noth-

ing is what it seems, nobody is

above suspicion...and you're cer-

tain to have a devilishly

good time playing it.

Central Casting
With a name like Double Switch, you never know who the good guys are

and when you're supposed to help them.. .or do them in. Not everybody

at The Edward Arms is dangerous...just bizarre.

Eddie, the guy you're trying to

help...inilially. Somebody's locked

him In the basement

Lyle, the handyman. He's figured

out Eddie's traps...and made a lew

ol his own.

Alex is writing a story about the

strange occurrences at The Edward

Arms. Eddie kinda likes her. Wonder

it she'll live to tell about it...

Sammy Hamlin, rock band promoter

with Zoo Records. He wants to cut a

deal with The Scream.

1

?;mK'5 >Dfm mm !_i:-.,
m,__ •

Brutus is a mobster with big debts to

pay oil. His dying grandfather told

him ol the treasure buried in The

Edward Arms.

Luigi and his thugs have unfinished

business with Brutus. It involves

repayment of a loan.

Blanche, the building manager.

She's gol secrets of her own.

Members of the Society of the Scroll

and Key...it ain't a social club. They

want the statue, and they mean to

get iL

&
ocP

Button A: Change rooms and arm

traps

Button B: Disarm traps

Button C: Toggles between map ol the

house and the trap selection boxes

D-Button Left/Right: Select trap

Start Button: Blueprint of traps
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Eddie will flash in from his Basement

prison with sometimes tielpful...and

sometimes irritating...eommentary.

He'll pull the plug on your game it

you don't keep the number of Cap-

tured higher than the number of

Escaped.

Stea3

..,,.. _. £ ......

1 .,,J j

Guard the Powerhox in the Storage

Room at all costs. Spring the Power-

box trap just as the guy is ready to

shut you down.

In Act 1, you must tirst save Alex. Get

this intruder with the Fireplace trap.

Arm the trap by pressing Button A,

then hitting A a second time when he

steps on the marker.

Keep Brutus alive In Actt.lt may

mean letting some intruders escape

trom the other rooms.

It you arm a trap and the intruder

gets away, be sure to disarm It.

Otherwise, it's Power Overload and

the next bad guy walks.

In Act 1 , you need to get the numbers

from the lockboxes ol the four main

rooms In order to unlock the Base-

ment door to get Eddie out. Get to the

lockbox before the intruder shuts the

door on it You'll get the first combi-

nation from Brutus' room, the second

from the Grads' room.

HOT HINTS
• Leam the traps in each room. Get

your timing down so you can

spring them at the right moment.

• Keep tabs on Alex's room to

keep her safe. Remember, Eddie's

sweet on her.

• Eddie's comments on your game

playing can get annoying in Act 1.

You get to nail him In Act 2.

• You can activate the game's Save

teature after completing Act 1.

You get five continues per Save.

• Listen carefully to what Eddie and

the others tell you. Some ol what

they have to say is valuable.

• When you detect an Intruder

entering a room, switch cams

immediately to check things out.

Timing Is critical.

• Don't let anybody get killed„.no

matter how irritating they are.

• In Act 2, you're not the only one

arming traps. Watch for armed

traps and disarm them lo keep the

tenants sale.

^^^^ai his own devious

comes a-cainn'.
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.Review.

Sharpen your stakes and get ready to hit the dark and

gloomy, fog-filled streets of London. You've got a vampire to

kill. Dracula Unleashedfrom Sega is a sequel to the famous

vampire story, involving some of the original story charac-

ters, plus a few new additions. One of the first Cinepak for

Sega™ CD games and the largest video screen of any Sega

CD game to date, Dracula Unleashed is an edge-of-your-seat

interactive adventure set in turn-of-the-century London.

Intense cinematic sequences give you the storyline and the

consequences of choices you make during play. The game is

based on movie-like sequences that can change depending

on how you play the game. A broad, sweeping musical score

and intense dialogue add movie-theater depth and richness.

And the choices will have you sweating over your decisions.

UNLEASH

iroiher to the famous Quincy Consult your log of activity and A-
Morris who was slain in the dra- make a plan of action. For exam- c
matic chase across Transylvania

to end Diai ilia's reign of Wood-

shed, Some of the characters who

ple, on the first day of your

adventure you might want to go

to Anisette's house first, then on

v

will help you are Jonathan to the Holmeswoods.

darker and Dr. Van Helsing, two Since the game play is fairly

ol the original Drac hunters. You rigid, you will know within a

mist Hack down the source of a day, most of the time, ifyou have

series ol mysterious, grisly mur-

ders occurring around the lives of

your brother's.. .and your.. .friends.

left out a vital element or have

nol picked up something you

need. The game bumps you off

Though game play is very lin- HJShS IraaiS !i!i

ear, requiring many of the win- tacular ways. Players who have
-

r

ring steps to Ik completed in

order, there are two main keys to

jutting Dracula back into his

palience and like a serious men-

ial challenge will get a major

charge out of Dracula Unleashed,

grave and nol losing your own Just make sure you lollow one of

ifc. First, be very observant in the main rules for staying alive
<

Every interaction. Second, don't

.pent! too much lime wandering

...don't lose any sleep over „,..

1 n/* crimp
J

ULv. ',;dllH .
^^^m
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lWB»ai»«
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Just

.Review, SEGR CO

OVERVIEW
Some goon is trying to blast you outta the sky! Racing

Aces from Sega combines the best of two worlds

—

dogfighting with everything from biplanes to cutting-edge

fighter aircraft, and aerial racing that will leave you breath-

less as you bank at pylon towers that guide you through

the course. This one-player disc has great 3-D graphics and

one of the most interesting CD soundtracks to hit your

stereo. You compete against a field of 30 rudder-busting

dogfighters. With a wing and a prayer, you might just win

the competition. But watch out for the cloud-busting

granny. She's an ace.

Bring a
Parachute

You get to fly warplanes from three

eras —World War I, World War II

and the 1990s. Your goal as you

race through the skies is to win...

and try to blow your fellow pilots

out of the air. If you or an oppo-

nent gets shot down, its a long

parachute ride to the ground. But

you go back in the race from the

shootdown point— kills are in

name only. As you rack up wins

and prize money, you can buy bet-

ter aircraft, soup up existing planes

and purchase additional weaponry.

You have 40 courses to fly, 12

fighters (three of them can be

bought only from a shady black-

marketeer) and any of 30 pilots

from which to choose.

The menu gives you options for

three race types— a Test Track,

where you learn the ropes in three

legendary combat planes; Pre-Sea-

son Racing, in which you go up

against the other competitors; and

the Racing Season, where you race

all the tracks on the circuit in each

era's planes. Each race gamers you

points and bonus money for shoot-

downs, placing and good flying.

With better equipment, you win

more money With more money,

you get better equipment.

This is the only way to fly

TheCourseRevlewfamUlarizesyouwtththe
Save you, Racing Season andMl* state,

course before you fly.

Take it too low on a turn, and you drag a wing
tip. Do this too many times without Repair, am
it's parachute time.
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Try to anticipate a target's

position liv flring ahead ol It.

• press Button C to Check behind

your plane.

• Rockets can blast through walls.

• With missiles, the target sight goes

red at lock-on.

HOT HINTS
• Fly steady. The more you turn, the

slower you go.

• Stay Inside the gates to gain some

extra cash.

• Shoot down opponents, and they

remember. The mean get meaner.

J^»«a
Turbo Boost on a bad comer

shot down.

Collect the Turbo Boost power-up on straights. You reap bonus money lor each pylon gate you
make. Try not to miss any.

J
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.Review,

It

SEGA CD

DUNE
OVERVIEW

Anyone who has read one of the late Frank Herbert's Dune
novels or has seen the famous movie knows the danger,

excitement and intrigue of the planet Arrakis. It's the home
of the desert-dwelling Fremen, deadly giant sand worms
and the mysterious spice Melange. It is also the setting for

Dune from Virgin interactive Entertainment, the first graph-

ic sci-fi adventure for the Sega CD. This one-player game
loosely follows the plot of the movie and the first Dune
novel. Fans of the movie will recognize Virginia Maddsen in

the opening monologue and the face of Paul Atreides.

Dlline CD is complex and rich

in detail. Since the game is a

graphic adventure, you don't

directly attack, pick up objects,

handle tools or do things normally

associated with adventure games.

Instead, you interact with charac-

ters all across the planet, obtaining

information, cooperation and giv-

ing orders to your followers. Dune

takes place entirely from your

point of view Each character you

meet and converse with responds

with digitized voice synched to

moving lips. The background

music is eerie and haunting. And

the game options are designed to

give you maximum control over

game play

You play as Paul Atreides, a

young nobleman of House Atrei-

des sent to Arrakis...also called

The Faces
of Dune

Arrakis is filled with people who

are vital to your missions. Here are

a few of the most important.

DUNE is a trademark of Diro De Laurentijs Corporation and

licensed by MCA/Universal Merchandising. Inc © 1984 Dino

De Lautentiis Corporation. All nghts reserved. Developed oy

Cryo Entertainment Systems. © 1993 Virgin Interactive

Entertainment, Inc. All rights reserved.

Dune.. .by the Emperor to mine

the spice Melange. Arrakis is the

only place in the universe where

the spice is found. Opposing you

is House Harkonnen, ruthless dic-

tators who still inhabit the planet.

You must rally the native desert

Fremen to you to both mine

Melange and to drive the Harkon-

nen from Dune. There are two

problems. The Harkonnen will not

give up their domain on Arrakis

without a fight. And the Fremen

believe you are prophesied to be

their savior.

You begin your adventure in

the Atreides Fortress. Talk to Duke

Leto, your father. Then find your

friend and advisor, Gurney Hal-

leck. Good luck...good mining...

and never walk in the desert

without a stillsuit.

The Desert
Fremen

You must win the cooperation of

the Fremen in many areas if you

are to be successful. You'll find

them in seitches...hidden desert

communities.. .all over the planet.

Their tastes in hairstyles are...

highly refined.

Most of your interaction with Duke Leto, Jessica, Thufir Hawat and others will

take place in this fortress.

Vou will issue orders to your Fremen One of your first missions is to find a

troops from inside the seitches. How maker of stillsuits...and have the

you assign troops and equipment suits delivered to the fortress,

will determine your success.

Prospector Fremen will give you a

map that makes It much easier to

find areas of spice.

It does not pay to wander in die

desert without a stillsuit or without

purpose.

Gurney Halleck,

friend and advisor

Duncan Idaho,

friend and super-

visor of spice

mining

Thufir Hawat, a

Mental and

advisor
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Worm travel is one of three means ot transportation you have available. But

first you must team to ride them!

Hurrah, sharp- Chani, brave and

tongued, knows beautiful, des-

manyFremen lined to be your

leaders. bride.

Stilgar. a power-

ful Fremen leader

Rooms are first seen in perspective. Trust Gumey Halleck's advice to get

When you select a person with you through the early stages of the

which lo interact, the following game. As you grow stronger, you will

screens will be in first person. become more self-reliant.

Smugglers have

equipment you

need to mine and

wage war.

in Omi flight you can either select a

known destination or head for a com-

pass bearing to explore the desert.

Flight sequences use scaling, rota-

tion and zoom to give you awesome

views of Dune's desert surfaces.

Keep track ot the window In the

upper right comer to track your flight

progress. An option allows you to

switch to your destination, II you

have one selected.

The Harkonnen

Duke and his son

will die before

they give up their

hold on Dune.

The daughter ol

the Emperor will

tell you the story

of Dune.

Duncan Idaho is one of the best

friends you'll have. Follow his

advice, especially in the area ol

spice harvesting.

HOT HINTS
• Always take someone with you

when you are flying In the desert.

• Tour mother, Jessica, has the

power to sense unseen objects

and danger. Ask her to come with

you to explore the palace.

• The Emperor wants his spice.

He'll ask for it In ever-Increasing

amounts. Give It to him.

• "Could you be the one?" The

Fremen have a prophecy that con-

cerns you. Remember that driving

out the Harkonnen Is just one ol

your goals.

v Gurney Halleck is an Important

source of knowledge. Take him

with you whenever possible.

• Vou will find Prospector Fremen

very near lie Castle, after you have

learned to "appreciate their skills."

• You must send Prospectors into

new areas before the spice there

can he mined.

• Spend some time alone in the

desert and you will gain special

powers; among them, the ability

lo have visions.

1/ When you have defeated a

Harkonnen stronghold, "Rally"

their Fremen to you.

• Make It a point to look in the mir-

ror In the Palace forward room.

Here you can save, get a look at

yourself and see what color your

eyes are turning. Totally blue Irises

means maximum spice saturation.
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As Dirk falls through the drawbridge,

he'll be attacked by purple tentacles.

Swing your sword al the tentacles.

As the sword is in mid-swing, press

Up on the D-Button.

OVERVIEW
Do a dance of doom with Dirk the Daring in the all-time best-

selling arcade hit Dragon's Lair, now on Sega CD from

ReadySoft. This one-player action/reaction title will leave

you groaning in dismay at Dirk's deaths and cheering as you

get him out of pickle after pickle. Unlike the versions on

other platforms, this is the real thing. All the original sounds

and music tracks are here, right down to Dirk's off-key

humming as he braves challenges and monsters. Battle

Singe the Dragon and the Black Knight. Venture into the

Dragon's Lair.

Dirk Still

Daring,
Daphne Still

Darling
As Dirk the Daring, you are on a

noble quest to rescue the Fair

Princess Daphne. The good lady

has met with foul play and been

kidnapped by an evil dragon

named Singe. To recover the

Princess, you must traverse danger-

ous lands and slay numerous mon-

sters, armed only with your wit and

trusty sword. If you make it to the

end, you'll find that darling Daphne

is very happy to be rescued. As in

other action/reaction titles, you con-

trol the characters movements

at moments of danger.

Timing is critical.

Move too late or too

early, and Dirk the Dar-

ing becomes Dirk the

lifetime. He has to avoid lightning

and flames in a Room of Fire, battle

with a Lizard King, ride through the

intense Whirlpools/Rapids area,

jump over geysers and fend off an

attack in the Lava Field of the Mud-

men. As you react to the hazards

that harry our hero, you follow Don

Blulh's spectacular original art and

sense of humor with character ani-

mation. The monsters are funny

and interesting, and Dirk's death

scenes offer a chuckle even as you

grimace at yourself for killing

him off.

Dead. Each scene

may take numerous

attempts to master

as you figure out

when to swing the sword

and when and where to

Poor Dirk takes on more danger

than a fella should have to face in a

46

When you reach the three doors,

take the Right.

Don't drink the notion that says Drink

Me. Go out the door to the right.

In the area called Bubbling Ooze In

Kettle, your first move is Up.

In the Sliding Stairs area, you'll

move left lo avoid sliding into the pit.

Chop the monster once, run away

and Ihen choose the hole in the wall

while Ignoring the chain.

After killing the first two striped

snakes, go Right to pull the skull,

and Dirk scampers up a rope.

Alter the magnetic ball takes your

sword, move around to avoid the

electricity.

Dirk doesn't like spiders. Kill em.

HOT HINTS
• It you have difficulty with an area,

watch the animation carefully and

send Dirk in the safest direction. If

you can'l find a safe direction, look

for an opening to swing the sword.

• Timing is key. Often you may be

doing the right thing but have the

wrong timing.

• Try to avoid multiple button

presses. If nothing happens

immediately when you press,

wail and the animation will con-

tinue to finish. Otherwise you

may send a second and third

command and kill Dirk.

• Sometimes it takes a couple ol

tries lo figure out which direction

to send Dirk. Keep trying.

• Keep an eye open lor flashing

areas. These are clues that you

need to send Dirk in that direction.
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•SB 1*!* climb me slaire and kill two more

"Dragon's Lair" is a registered trademark of Bluth Group, Ltd.
-

id is used under exclusive license from Epicenter Interactive, Inc.

.-.^wTinihe Kettle
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AdmuSato
THE SILVER STAR

OVERVIEW
Monster slayers, magic users, warriors and guardian

warm up your Sega CD and get ready for the first big-time

adventure role-play game to hit the Sega discs. One of the

best-selling titles ever in Japan, Lunar: The Silver Star by

Working Designs is a huge game that takes you above and

below ground, through the skies, across a planet and into

other dimensions in a magical quest to become a Dragon

Master. Using all the Sega CD's capabilities, Lunar fea-

tures comic book-style stills, digitized voice and music,

super sharp graphics and an Al feature that automatically

selects the best combat attack.

Save regularly and often to avoid

replaying sections ol the game.

Good places to save are after

gaining a level, before entering

towns, cities and dungeons, and

before entering rooms.

Use spells wbich inflict damage

on multiple enemies when light-

ing the weaker packs ol beasts.

You'll take much less damage and

will spend less time fighting these

annoying pests.

Spells fall into four basic cate-

gories— Earth, Air, Fire and

Water. Hand in hand are Hot and

Cold spells. Try to match them

against enemies. And remember

that sometimes cold steel is best.

Turn off the Al feature it you want

total control over your characters.

When powerful characters join

your party, take them out on a

romp through dangerous territory

so you can use their stronger

attack skills to help you build

levels and cash.

Watch doorways in caves, lowers

and dungeons. You will be able

to tell whether the stairs go up

or down.

Don't rely too heavily on Ihe

Dragon Wing lor transportation.

You'll miss the opportunity to bat-

tle, earn and increase your levels.

Keep weaker characters to the back

ol the party so the stronger ones can

take Ihe damage of combat.

new series ol mysteries.

' WW
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As Alex, your destiny is to become

the last ol the Dragon Masters.

Kyle is Guardian ot the Nanza Barrier

He is a powerful warrior with some

very fancy moves up his sleeve.

Nail or other characters will often let The Inferno spell is a powerful tire

you know when you've entered an spell.

area helore you have enough expert-

ence points or the right Hems to

malie it happen.

Peter Lailie is an important charac-

ter whom you'll meet from time to Touch pillars like this to restore your

time. He is a very strong fighter. Use hit points. Some will restore your

You won't get to Damon s Spire with-

out this little device. You can find il

in lluli. But you have to do a little

him to build cash and hit points. magic points, allowing you to stay in The Dragon Bolt is one of the more favor first.

the countryside longer.

start you on your
diamond. Oont for-

JP':

L<

powerful spells of the game. You

earn Dragon Spells as you find

pieces of the Dragon Armor.

CM E3BOE1
sinH.nEErtsrai

If* boss! mm «iv ovtR
(nnsr s n i n«vr R. . notr t

Illi him inni you'„

You'll meet travelers and other folk

in many of the caves. The game

mimics reality in many ways.

The Eastern Desert is a good place to

earn cash and level increases. Fight

the man-eating plants in "Attack''

mode and leave the desert to recharge

hit points at the pillar right next door.

Myght's Castle is a maze ol pipes

and catwalks. Be wary of holes in

the flooring. Some will bring you

back to the first floor. Others you'll

need to reach higher places. Trial

and ertor...unless you watch the var-

ious heights ot the pipes.

Try to find Dragonmasters vol. 13 in

Damon's Spire, it is refreshing in

more ways than one.

VI LIU ijfitlLS DILL L.VLHHIHL.LY

ROT Till" MINOS Or III I TIH1T

Ithiv insinvi. „ I

The books in Damon's Tower are

filled with inleresling...and some-

times hokey...information.
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SONIC I CHIOS

Tails here, with some serious air lime

in the Aqua Hil lone, eUing clanger,

nahhing rings and finding power ups.

000

000
Rack up 100 rings and you're flying

Air Sonic (strap on the rocket shoes)

in the bonus round. The mission:

rescue tne emeralds.

Deep in the Eleciric Egg zone (no,

it's not a rock group), you can take

Tails through the tubes to find rings

ana other bonus items.

H E N E X If the

S,-jw. 1m.- Owe Kfanw to iL Not LtU Sank CI.*.;. Sank Ik- HtjtAoa tnJ J M.-J tlmocUn ..



Rochet Shoe i i t s wear it

As if Sonic Jidn 't jump high enough

already, now lie can nop on Pogo

Springs to take him where no hedge-

hog has go

'„ .) SEQA rt.- 1 iJttpmi Koti«j> I
;„,, >>,<«». wU. ™J h&b •>« bJrnnJu .../ Sqw / A< /,:. . t<K3SEQA 333$ArJni ReaJ. HojwwJ, (.

Sonic is back as he

battles Dr. Robotniks

evil plan (is it the shoes?)

to use the Red Chaos

emerald in making nuclear

lasers. Tails is hangin,' too,

and this time you control

him. Both are bound for

some serious air time (is

it the shoes?), grabbing

rings (is it the shoes?)

and saving the emer-

alds from falling into

the wrong hands (its

got to be the shoes).



fflH®H
OVERVIEW

Menacer owners, lock and load. The newest Menacer-

compatible game is heading your way. Botfy^

Count from Sega puts you

behind the sights as a resis-

tance leader, shooting it out

with the alien forces that rule

Earth.

K9,'ik Count is a one- or two-

player game for the Menacer,

Mega Mouse and control pads.

The action is nonstop shoot-'em-

up through five big hair-trigger

levels. The game is loaded with

enemies that run, leap, crawl,

bike, fly and appear from nowhere.

Backing them up are mechanized

machines of destruction that take

serious blasting to defeat.

The game is packed with

power-ups and special weapons.

Look for intermission sequences

between rounds to keep you in

tune with the story Alien inva-

sions are always a bummer. Body

Count is the game that gives you

a chance to fight back. .without

getting tangled in your game rag

cord! M

Mouse,a«»n'
,0,pa

plaver
convesi.

V*£&9£^--~r-r~^MQi mote.
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"
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Meet Our Soul Survivor,

VvV Our guy looks like he made it through Mansion

of Hidden Souls with hardly a scratch. His

wired jaw works pretty well and his new

dentures are shiny white. The large bald spot

on the back of his head doesn't seem to bother

him. All of his organs, as far as we know, are

original and still in the same

places. And we don't hear

him complain about the hair

that won't stay down or the

hands that won't close. Of

course, we don't know
anything about his mental

state.

*. - "

J,,

This official seal is your >

product meets the highest quality stand

SEGACD
3EGA AND SEGA CD ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGA ENTERPF
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Action/adventure gamers who thrive on strategy and the

added push of a ticking clock will find Asterix and the

Great Rescue a challenging and fun mix. This one-player

Genesis game from Sega stars Asterix, the feisty...but

comical...Gaul warrior from the internationally known

Asterix comic-book series. Asterix and the Great Rescue

has sharp graphics, comical animations and diverse, chal-

lenging game play.

Wou can choose to play as

Asterix or his sidekick, Obelix, on

a mission to rescue two friends

kidnapped from your village. Your

only defenses are your quick fists

and Magical Potions that you find.

The Potions give you special pow-

ers, such as the ability to fly for a

short time or to transform into a

bush that is invincible to enemies.

Another Potion gives you bombs

for long-range defense and another

gives you a cloud, which can be

used as a bridge or to climb.

Set in the days of the Roman

Empire, the game takes you

through six levels beginning in

your hometown, The Gaulish Vil-

lage, until you reach Rome. Along

the way, you'll battle through a

Roman Encampment, trek through

the dangerous Forest and even

take an unexpected cruise...on a

Roman Galley Each level has mul-

tiple zones for hours of game play.

The game also has a password

feature so you can return to

battle whenever you want!

002*70 *:utP H0T HINTS

You can crawl into tight places by

pressing the D-Button Down/left or

Right Go left to get the Magical

Potion which will arm you with

bombs.

Press the D-Button Up and Button C

to scroll through your Magical Potion

inventory and choose your means ol

delense. Looks like all you've got

are bombs to cook the lobsters up

ahead. Press Button C to use your

Magical Potions.

Choose the cloud steps from your

inventory and you can use it to reach

the post. It's only a cloud and will

not carry your weight for long.

He's guarding the door...but you

can't get in without the key. Go left,

then come back and call on him.

m
There's no place to go but up, but the

weight on this platform keeps it tram

moving. Time to toss a bomb.

• Zones are timed, but take your

time and don't rush.

• Asterix can get through small

gaps easier than Obelix, but

Obelix has a greater range to his

punch.

• Sea horses, dogs and bunnies are

not your friends. Eels and jellyfish

are.

• Jump on everything! Some things

will become trampolines.

• Don't waste your bombs on sol-

diers or enemies you can remove

with a punch. Save your bombs

lor blasting open passageways or

taking out big enemies.

"
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Jump on switches whenever you see

them. They usually open doors or

build special platforms you need to

advance. This switch reveals the

door to a secret tunnel.

If you're facing a dead end, It's prob-

ably because you didn't trip a switch

somewhere. Go down to the lowest

level and head right to find the

switch that builds a step for you to

scale the wall.

When you come out ol the castle

chute, head left and up to collect the

Magical Potion. From here, just jump

to get to the top level where the door

Is. Head right this time when you

come out ol the chute.
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Enter a radical, cyberpunk future that melds flesh, magic

and cybertechnology in Shadowrun from Sega. This one-

player, 16 meg with battery back-up action/RPG takes you

on a wild search for your brother's killer in the urban

sprawl of a violent future Seattle. Shadowrun features

explosive real-time combat using four types of shadow

warriors— Samurais (modified human fighters), Deckers

(skull-jacked cyberspace battlers), Mages (academic magic

wielders) and Shaman (totem-based magic wielders).

Travel through seven different areas of Seattle, from slum

to wilderness areas, fight through dangerous high-tech cor-

porate headquarters and the deadly nodes of the Matrix,

jacked into your computer for lethal first-person cyber

space warfare.

You can play Shadowrun as a Samu-

rai, Decker or Gator Shaman.

Everything
Has Its Price
You play as a shadowrunner

—

one of the loners who spend their

time on the fringes of humanity

doing other peoples dirty work for

a price. Search the techno slums to

hire a team of two shadowrunners

from a pool of 10 and take them

out on increasingly dangerous

runs in a quest for Nuyen (bucks),

information and a solid rep.

Choose from over 100 different

items, including weapons, armor,

cyberware implants, spells and

myriad cyberdeck options. Physi-

cally jacked into the computer and

riding the Matrix, you search for

info, crash corporate computer

systems and fight for your life

evading ICE (Intrusion Counter-

measure Electronics).

There are 'runners for each

type ofjob. Seven types of runs

are available: courier, bodyguard,

bounty hunting, corporate

employee extraction, corporate

data acquisition, enforcement and

cyberspace runs. Your shadow-

runners have running attitudes—
if a runner is injured or mistreated

during a run, he will remember

and charge you more money next

time. Lone Star (future police) also

keeps a running attitude. The more

illegal acts you commit, the harder

they'll hunt you down. Various

contacts can be paid to help you

along the way One, for instance,

will erase your record with Lone

Star. Others get you discounts, pro-

tection and offer various services.

The non-linear storyline features

plenty of surprises and over I

70 hours of solid game play 13

At the cyberware stores you can pur-

chase everything from wired

reflexes to Dermal Plating.

Search dangerous areas lor other

runners to join your team.
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Choose the software you want pre-

loaded before jacking into the Matrix.

Accept shadowruRS tram various Mr.

Johnsons (employers). As you get a

rep, you'll get a bigger bunch of Nuyen

Masking software will normally get

you past low-grade ICE.

Find various legal and illegal

weapons stores to upgrade your

armaments.

When battling Black ICE (fatal it you

lose), you'll need to keep a med-kit

at the ready.
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Once you have a team together, you

can switch between members by hit-

ting Button C.

The Magic Stores are apt to be

pricey. You can get discounts by

courting the right people.

'"""inerajfinng them as well.

You increase your Karma by doing

things like assisting people in trou-

ble. Prepare to fight, because some

ol these are traps.

HOT HINTS
v increase your Nuyen and Karma

substantially before stepping loot

outside the Redmond Barrens.

• it you don't want a particular

shadow™, sav no. Then walk

back and see the Mr. Johnson

again. He'll have other runs avail-

able and will sometimes increase

the bounty alter a run has been

turned down.

/ Stay away from Ghoul Haunt shad-

owruns until you have decent

weapons.

• In the Matrix, always Analyze first.

Then try Masking, Attacking and

soon.

• Put together enough Nuyen
N

to get your brother Michael's

belongings tram the crash-hi

he was staying in. These will give

you solid starter clues.

Gain contacts everywhere. Talk to

the Halloween Gang in the Redmond

Barrens and they'll have someone

lor you.

[jL—Mffffj

Run an Analyze to read what type ol

ICE and Node Defenses you are up

Your Pocket Secretary keeps all per-

tinent information for you (hints, tips,

names and so on), so that you don't

have to write it down or try to

remember II.

Go to hotels/inns to get rest and

redistribute the Karma points you

have gained.
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You Have
the Conn

Action aboard ship takes place on

the Bridge, from your seat at the

Conn. Pressing the D-Button Left

or Right rotates you around the

Bridge to access Communications,

Sensors, the Computer, Engineer-

ing, the Transporter, Navigation

and Capt- Picard in the Ready

Room. Each area is vital to your

success. Navigation will give you

information about your surround-

ings and your destination. Consult

the Computer to learn about the

Enterprise, the Federation and

other cultures, including your ene-

mies, the Romulans. Tactical is

where ship-to-ship combat occurs.

And consult Engineering to allo-

cate ship resources to fix combat

damage to the Enterprise's many

functions and systems. The Trans-

porter Room is where you build

awayteams. And the Conn is

where you can access Navigation

and set a course to adventure.

58

OVERVIEW
Beam into a Trekkie's dream come true with Star Trek: The

Next Generation from Sega. A one-player deep space

adventure, Star Trek: The Next Generation puts you in con-

trol of every aspect of the Enterprise, from the Bridge and

tactical space combat to awayteams. With the advice of

Capt. Jean Luc Picard and other ST: TNG characters to back

you up, pilot the Enterprise in an adventure to track down

the mystery of an ancient device before the Romulans

wage war on the Federation.

Though the game takes many

twists and rums, the areas where

your skills count most are in space

combat and in awayteam missions.

Ship-to-ship combat pits you

against various types ol spacecraft

in running combat. Survival calls

for pressing an attack at close

range, then retreating when your

shields are approaching shutdown.

Allocate your Engineering

resources heavily in the shield,

weapon and engine areas and you

will be able to outlast even multi-

ple Romulan warbirds.

Awayteam missions put you in

charge of up to four crew mem-

bers, both as a team and as indi-

viduals. Star Trek: TNG assumes

role-play proportions by letting

you separate a member from a

team and take them on their own.

Command can be shifted to any of

your awayteam as the situation

arises. Missions will consist of vari-

ous types. . .usually without much

information...that will lead you

to more clues about the

ancient device.
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The Computer accesses Die ship's

extensive library.

Enterprise crew members will let

you know when you have accessed

an area that is not needed or cannot

be used.

Alter selecting your awayteam in the

Transporter Room, press Button A to

beam down.

Since LI. Comdr. Data is an android,

he Is pretty tough and nol as prone to

damage as some ol the human crew.

He Is a good choice lor all awayteam

missions.

You should not take the Captain on

an awayteam mission. II he Is

injured too severely, you will not be

able to finish the game.

Never trust a Romulan. They will lire

upon you and, if they bother to

answer, will often He. They will harry

you throughout the game.

You'll be wandering In the dark

when you enter the alien vessel.

Remember that Geordi La Forge can

see in the dark.

Saving the alien ship is vital to win-

ning the game. They may Impart

some interesting information.

HOT HINTS
• Always try to Hail before you Are.

You might be able to avoid combat

and potential major ship damage.

• On awayteam missions, take a

reading on an object with a tri-

corder before you pick it up.

</ It you collect all the optical cir-

cuits in the alien vessel and then

beam back to the Enterprise, all

the circuits and items will be

transferred to the lead member ol

the party. This makes it easier to

try different objects because you

don't have to switch between

characters.

• After selecting a destination In

Navigation, be ready to move to

Tactical tor combat. The Romu-

lans like to stay cloaked and will

often approach without warning.

Ship-to-ship combat takes place in Tactical. A ship icon keeps track of y

shield status in both distance and close-up views. While your phasers can be

used as long as the Enterprise has power, you only have a limited supply of

photon torpedoes. Weaken the enemy in fly-by attacks, then close In lor the kill

when they are crippled and floating.

""oss a ttenflM^T" m to
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ike the Caesars Palace Game

Gear version also reviewed in this

issue, the name of the game is total

gambling realism. The object is to

become a high roller and walk

away with the loot. Gaining high-

roller status allows you into areas

where minimum bets are SI ,000

and maximum bets get upwards of

$50,000. The key to success is

either betting conservatively, press-

ing your bets when you feel you

have an advantage, or being aggres-

sive and throwing (ate (and quite

possibly your money) to the wind.

We can't tell you which is best,

because we don't control Lady

Luck. What we can say is that if

you have ever entertained dreams

of being a big-time gambler, or you

love to pit yourself against the odds,

then Caesars Palace is a game you

should spend some lime

OVERVIEW
Got Vegas on your mind? Is the sound of dollar coins ring-

ing in the payout pan calling to you? Virgin Interactive

Entertainment is giving you a means to scratch that itch

with Caesars Palace. Created with the help of the Caesars'

Palace casino gaming experts, this one-player wagering

wonder brings you all the famous gambling mecca's action

and the chance to be a high roller— without laying every

cent you own on the line to make it happen. ^esriscia"*6!
ucKe
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Pick up your whip and your spear— a wooden stake and

some garlic wouldn't hurt either! Konami's giving you the

chance to carry on the unending fight against involuntary

anemia and the Master of the Undead in style with Castle-

vania Bloodlines, their first Castlevania title for the

Genesis. The latest in Konami's Castlevania game line,

Bloodlines brings you all the fast-paced, whip- cracking

action of the original with a new fighter, new battlegrounds

and new enemies.

lamih ir Vinipia Killer whip.

New lo the Genesis version is

Spaniard Cric Lecarde and his

Alcalde Spear. Each tan he pow-

ered up by finding the right

items. The object ofCastlevania

Bloodlfnes is lo find Dracnla and

ns allow yon to select

Main Weapon, Weapon Item and

Items, though

most hand-core name

!

• -

ie bosses and major enemy types

tacks in patterns. Learn 'cm to r*r

in. Playing the name at the

he fight and learn to I-iil

.SXZ~. '-^i-nsm
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HOT HINTS
Eric Lecarde's Alcarde Spear Is a

more versatile weapon because

you have more reach and can stab

Up and Down.

Use thrown weapons against

bosses as they approach, then

switch to your primary weapon for

a guich hit or two belore moving

out ol their way.

Super moves make you temporar-

ily invincible.

Don't pick up every weapon you

knock down. Some are much bet-

ter than others. Try to hang onto

the good ones.

Fat and Thin Candles each hold

different items. You'll find weapon

objects in Fat Candles.

Collect 99 gems to get an extra lite.

One Blue gem equals live Red

gems.

Attack Items use a certain number

of gems each time they are used.

At certain points in the game, ris-

ing water or other obstacles will

force you ahead in the game.

Don't panic and move too quickly.

Follow the pace of the game.

Finn litis urn t

[he (i'Si slain
1

,
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This nasty canine has a howl that can shatter

glass...sending the sharp shards down on your

head. His tongue can lash out flames. Hit him

with your distance weapon and try to avoid the

l run under the pendulum. And it can I

be destroyed. The only way Is up and over. Time

it right and you'll get the credit lor a skeleton

that lumps tor you and lands on
"
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EH ent Kind of Adventure!

QSound and 360° excitement

means there is danger around you

no matter which way you turn!

t

aw"|rc!CEnAt°fl^w imariATOP*

Paleontologist Dr. Robert T. Bakker

knows his dinosaurs, and if

you pay attention, you will too.

Your night-vision goggles

let you see all. ..including

the raging raptor!

ONLY JURASSIC PARK
onSECACD lets you
TAKE OVER WHERE THE
MOVIE LEAVES OFF!

THE THOUGHT-PROVOKING ADVENTURE

AND JOURNEY INTO THE UNKNOWN

CONTINUE AS YOU MAKE YOUR WAY

THROUGH FULL-MOTION VIDEO USING

CINEPAK" FOR SEGA. IT'S A SEEK- AND-

SEARCH MISSION TO UNLOCK THE

MYSTERIES OF THE PREHISTORIC GIANTS -

AND SALVAGE THEIR PRICELESS

DINOSAUR EGGS! UP TO NOW, YOU'VE

BEEN ABLE TO EXPERIENCE JURASSIC PARK

FROM A SAFE DISTANCE...

with SEGA CD
YOU'LL BE THERE...

AND YOU WON'T BE ALONE!

.1*1

a I

The high-tech computer room
is the nerve-center for your

journey.. .and your lifeline!

at could be more valuable

tan real dinosaur eggs...

[except your life]?

This could be

last thing you see..

V*!S
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WELCOME TO THE NEXT LEVEL. ^_
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PALA<<
Caesars Palace has a password lea

hire so you can save all vow
cash...and hopefully become a high

roller.

Vour friendly blackjack dealer is

more than happy to challenge you to

a lew hands oi twenty-one.

OVERVIEW
Pull that monster wad of cash outta your pocket and plunk

it down on the green felt. Feel lucky? Want to push your

bet? Gonna let the whole thing ride? Virgin Interactive

Entertainment is bringing you to one of the most famous

casinos in the world. It's Caesars Palace, on the strip in

Las Vegas (or do you say Lost Wages?). This hot Game
Gear title brings you all the famous casino's fun and

action—blackjack, slot machines, video poker, craps,

roulette, off-track wagering and more—in a form that you

can take with you. ..and that won't cost you the mortgage

to your house!

Firgin Interactive Entertain-

ment worked closely with the

gaming experts at Caesars Palace

to bring you the feel and correct

odds of each form of casino gam-

ing. As a result, ever)' game you

play is about as accurate as can be.

You get the gaming experience

without having to travel hundreds

of miles or without having to stand

in line for the buffet food (which is

actually pretty good!).

The object of Caesars Pdace is

to become a high roller. The way

to do this is to wager successfully,

building your initial bankroll of

$5,000 into hundreds of thou-

sands of dollars—maybe even

millions. You start the game at a

handy ATM machine. You can

open a new account or, if you have

saved your password and name,

work with the wad of cash you

have been turning into a fortune.

Hitting the High Roller mark

puts you in a whole new category

of casino gaming. The closed

access areas of the casino become

open to you. Guards treat you

66

nicer. And the amount of cash you

can drop on a wager is staggering.

If you like to gamble, this is a way

to learn the ins and outs of various

wagering games without

taking a financial beating.

Stroll the aisles of the casino floor to

find the gaming machine or table ol

your choice. Video poker at $500 a

hand may be a little too rich for first-

time players.

Press the Start Button to see how

much cash you have. Too start each

new gambling session with $5,000

in chips.

Always assume the dealer's down

card (also called a hole card) Is a

ten or a lace card. It your card total

is 17 or more, stand, if it is less than

what you think the dealer has, take a

hit Good luck. . _

Don't push your luck. Let the dealer

take all the risk whenever you can.

Lei him go bust!
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Each roll of the craps dice lets you

know what needs to be done or what

action has taken place. This makes

the game much easier to under-

stand.

Keno is simple and fun. Pick a card

value, mark a set ol up to 11 num-

bers and 90. Get all ol your numbers

and you could strike It rich. Or not.

Running low on funds? There are

plenty of ATMs around the casino.

Kids, tell your parents not to do this

when they run low!

t+* *
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When you have a potentially losing

hand like this, hold the Queen and

draw, hoping for a match. Of course,

three of a kind wouldn't hurt either.

Hard Way and One Roll bets have the

highest payoffs, but carry the great-

est risk. Why do you think they call it

gambling?

you'll find the betting parlor at the

back of the first floor. Maybe you'll

make your fortune on the ponies.

There are many different slot

machines around the casino. To

maximize your betting, play the

maximum number ol coins allowed

in each machine, whether you are

playing $5 or $500 slots. This is the

line you like to see!

Roulette offers a number ol gambling

options. Pick a number, a color, a

series ol numbers or make a variety

of bets.

Though it's never a good idea to split

a winning hand, we've done it here

to show you that Caesars Palace

Game Gear offers all the wagering

options ol the casino. This time, we
got lucky.

A "Champ" in the reels will advance

you one round. Reach higher rounds

and you'll earn more money for each

winning combination.

Roped-off areas are for big-bucks

gamblers. Make enough moola and

this guard will gladly let you in.

rarch 1994

A pair of Jacks or better will at least

return your money.

Two pair will pay you two-to-one. A

five-coin bet will gel you ten.

Why hold the ace instead of a pair of

fives? You have a better chance ol

getting an ace...and your money

back...than you do of drawing anoth-

er five.

HOT HINTS
• Never draw to an inside straight.

• The more you bet Hie more you

stand to win...and lose.

• Blackjack has the best all-around

odds.

• You have as much chance of win-

ning the big keno jackpot as you

do ol winning a lottery.

• The game is designed on standard

Las Vegas gambling odds.

• Stay away from large bets ($500

and up) until you have established

a large bankroll. You'll get more

out ol your gaming sessions.
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GAME GEAR

OVERVIEW
Some people get bored, they go play little single-color

handhelds. Or knit. That's 'cause they don't have Road
Rash for Game Gear from U.S. Gold. This action-packed

one- or two-player Gear-to-Gear title puts you behind the

handlebars of some of the fastest bikes ever invented for

a series of all-out. no-holds-barred races across the most

twisty road courses ever. Many players might be familiar

with the title from playing the Genesis version. Road Rash
Game Gear is a worthy portable, complete with screaming

cycles, ground-hugging turns, high-speed straightaways,

traffic cops with attitudes and competition who thinks

nothing of belting you with a chain as you try to pass them.

Hot Bikes
These babies are built for speed

and handling. At speeds of up to

200 miles per hour, wipe out and

you're road kill. They don't come

cheap...but they will give you the

edge to finish first. Feel the need

for speed?

Fast in the turns, the Ferruci 850's

only problem Is reliability.

The Banzai has good handling and

high-end speed, but little midrange

power.

The Panda 750 has solid power

and almost magic handling. But

what a price!

Look to the Kamikaze 750 lor solid

midrange power. Steering is not as

tight as the Banzai.

Awesome speed, power and han-

dling are the hallmarks ol the Diablo

1000. Are you racer enough for this

powerhouse?

The Shuriken 1 000 is last as lightning,

but heavy and slower in the turns.

You begin the race with the

Shuriken 400. A little slow, but the

handling is excellent Be sure to

maintain speed in the turns.

Cops and
Rashers

You play as a Rasher. And it ain't

got nothing to do with your skin.

You are one of a very wild breed of

biker, racing street courses for

money and not minding a little

hand-to-hand combat on the

course. Your fellow Rashers think

nothing of belting you at speeds of

over 100 miles per hour. Clubbing

and kicking are OK, too. But the

cops don't think your violent road

races are very amusing. They'll do

-#&&-/£&>;;-

their best to keep you at the legal

limit...or fine you severely

Road Rash calls for speed and

some slick racing. If you spend all

your time bashing away at your

opponents, you'll finish in the low-

money category and won't ever

have enough cash to get into a bet-

ter bike. Plus, you'll be in a better

position to be collared by the boys

in blue. To win at Road Rash, you

must place founh or better at each

track five times. A password

allows you to save your

standing.

Natasha is one ol the friendly Rashers. Her advice at the start of some courses is

valuable. She will help you as long as you don't try to bash her.

Go head-to-head with a car and

you'll experience flight, you'll also

lose energy and precious time.

Running into a curve marker

is definitely a bummer. Go

off the road in the Palm

Desert and you'll And that

the sand is very slippery.

*s
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The Courses
Northern California bikers will rec-

ognize these famous stretches of

highway. There aren't many places in

the world better for slamming open

the throttle of a ginza rocket.

i; sEmflNEVflOft
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much. But the fines get steeper. Best

not to get caught at all.

HOT HINTS
s Finish first to win more moola.

You have a better chance by just

passing your enemies than by tak-

ing the time to do them all in.

• The bigger Hie bike, the taster you

go. The taster you go, the less

time you have to avoid obstacles.

• A well-delivered kick is better

than a punch.

>/ Become a real repeat offender

and you'll wind up in jail.

• A fast cycle will take you from to

60 in tour seconds. A tree will take

you tram 200 to in no seconds.

• Don't engage in raceway combat

if your damage meter is low. Con-

centrate on speed and winning.

Sledge doesn't have much useful to

say. He won't bother you unless you

try to bash him. Then, he lives "way

out there."

Intersections can be deadly. Ride the

middle ot the road so you have time

to move.

way obstacles. Ride near the

middle ol the road to

give yourself the

opportunity to

dodge left

or

Biff is your basic rich-boy loser. He

usually takes a crack at

you when you go by. He Is

always worth a swat or

a kick.

Go ahead, trade punches at 150

miles per hour. Button 2 will do it.

O'Rourke has no concept ol tun and

will try to bust you out of a good time.

Ride fast or kick him out of the way.

It is financially worthwhile to finish s
first, with more than double the earn- |
ings of third place. 5
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As much excitement as you can

get from a wall socket
without that fuony burning smell.

Why just play yames, when you can live them? Forget those digitized cartoons, Sega TruVideo
,

"gatnes use real video footage. Meaning the action in the

games is real. So's the rush ol adrenaline you yet while playing them. These aren't video games as you understand them. They're more like Hollywood

movies, only you control the plots. And they have CO quality sound effects and music tracks, adding to the realism. So, when someone screams, it sounds
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DOUBLE SWITCH -
You find yourself in a tum-of-

the-century mansion full of

surveillance cameras, traps,

shady iharacters and unexpect-

ed secrets, It's rumored there's

treasure buried somewhere, but

no one knows jor sure. You con-

trol the plot as the mystery of

this mansion unravels.

JOE MONTANA NFL
FOOTBAir-Zi'sgDm*
day and you're railing the

action. You choose your team -

you have access to all 28 teams

and stats. You choose your

plays- !7u Video" ice Montano

will help you. And there are four

different field views, treating

endless nours of gridiron action.

PRIZE FIGHTER'"-rn (S

interactive movie game is played

entirely from your point of view,

land a punch and watch as your

opponent reels. Jake a punch, your

screen rocks. Take too many punch-

es, you're flat on your back-look-

ma up at the ref as he gives you

the count. Don't forget your

mouthpiece because this is classic

interactive boxing at its best.

GROUND ZERO, TEXAS'"

Aliens disguised os humans are

rendu to exterminate the entire

human race. It's up to you to stop

them. Uncover their plot, figure

out how to kill them fman-made

weapons only slun them) and

annihilate their farcei before it's

too late. But be careful. Screw up

and you'll be reduced to subatomic

particles of radioactive fallout.

like you're in the room with them. Which, in a way, you are. What does all this TruVideo""stuff mean? It means your optic nerves are in for a workout.

It means you should go try these games. It means you may soon he wearing your hair differ- ^!"^ ^^^^' '^ J^ ^m% P"^T

ently. It means these games are indeed the next level. It means 110 volts never felt so good, welcometothenextlevel-
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Friz Freieng. creafor of PorHti Pig.

Bugs Bunni]. Sijlvesrer and Tmeerij.

and Pinh Panther. iuas making sni-

mared shorrs before mosf of out

grandparents mere alive. During Mr

Freleng's long career, he worked

mitti Walt Oisney. lex flvern, Chuch

Jones, and the other animation

pioneers, creating hundreds

of hours of fun for millions of

filmgoers. He recently

visited Mr. Freieng in

his home in Los Ange-

les, and ashed h

some questions

about the early dags

of cartoons.

How did you originally become

involved in animation? How

and when did you get started?

1 started when I got out of high

school, around 1926. 1 was look-

ing for a job, and 1 saw an ad in

the newspaper for an office boy

who could draw— 1 knew that

meant a cheap artist. 1 gathered

some ofmy sketches to go apply

Jbr the job, but when

I got there 1 lost my

confidence

and 1 turned around and went

home. When I got home my
mother asked me if 1 got the job

and 1 said, "Somebody else got

the job."

Did you ever go back?

I guess it was destiny because 1

saw the same ad a couple of weeks

later. But this time I was brave

enough to walk in, and they gave

me the job. However, 1 didn't

know what to do once 1 got it,

since I didn't know the first

thing about animation!

What was the studio's name?

It was called United Filmads Ser-

vice, in Kansas City, and it was

where Walt Disney worked before

he came to California. They used

to make animated commercials

that were shown in theaters before

the main feature.

Is that where you met Walt

Disney?

No, he had already left when I

started there, and he had taken Ub

Iwerks, one of the animation

artists, with him. 1 was supposed to

be Ub Iwerks' replacement, even

though I didn't know much about

animation. 1 met Walts replace-

ment, a fellow by the name of

Hugh Harmon. He showed me a

few things, but it wasn't long before

he left to join Walt in California.

After he left, I was doing all the

commercials on my own. But hap-

pily for me, my boss didn't know

any more about animation than 1

did, and thought what I did was

great, although it was very rough.

When did you meet

Walt Disney?

Walt started

writing to me in

Kansas City,

and asked me

to come out

to Califor-

nia. I told him 1 wasn't

that well-versed in

animation, and he

said, "Oh, come out,

we'll teach you." He finally con-

vinced me and 1 came to California

in 1927. Hugh Harmon and his

brother and Rudy king were

already here.

What was your first cartoon?

We made the first Looney Tune

called "Singing in the Bathtub" and

it was a hit for Warner. We did

"Singing in the Bathtub" with a

character called Bosco. We never

knew what he was, whether he

was a person or a monkey or an

animal— he was just a design. We
did a series of those for Warner.
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Did you write the stories?

There wasn't really a story, usually

just a conflict between two charac-

ters. So all you had to do was

think of a situation for them that

would cause a conflict. That was

easy for characters like Yosemite

Sam, who conflicted with just

about everybody.

How about some of the other

characters?

1 did the first Porky Pig in 1934 or

35. The scene was a schoolroom

where the kids were reciting and I

had a girl cat, a boy dog, and I

made a pig— Porky. 1 made him

stutter when he was reciting Paul

Revere and he got all stumbled up.

Porky remained as the main char-

acter for about four years, until

Daffy Duck came on. Then about

1945, Bugs Bunny came on and

he became the main character. I

also did Tweety and Sylvester dur-

ing that same period.

Did those characters come

from your mind? Did a group of

you sit around brainstorming?

You think of a character, you draw

it, and pretty soon you have a

story for the gag man to work

with. But then you have to wait

lor the public to accept it. If the

theaters kept ordering them, you

knew the character was popular. If

they requested more Bugs Bunny,

that was your cue to do more with

that character.

How did Bugs Bunny come

about?

Bugs actually started off as a duck,

like Daffy Duck. Then one of the

fellows had the idea of putting a

rabbit suit on him. When we got

hold ofhtm we started making

him more cunning, braver and

cuter. He ended up becoming the

most popular character of all.

Who got involved in the refining

of Bugs Bunny?

It was the effort of all the people

who were there, but the original

director was Tex Avery. We contin-

ued refining Bugs after Tex left,

and we gave him more subtleties

and more human qualities.

Do you have any favorite Bugs

Bunny cartoons?

My two favorites are "Showbiz

Bugs" and "Rhapsody Rabbit."

Some of them I'd like to go in

and make some changes to,

but we never had the chance

to do that. After you put it

down on film, that was it.

What gave you the idea

for Sylvester and

Tweety?

Sylvester and Tweety were

created separately. One of the early

stories involved a lovebird who

wanted to end it all because his

wife had left him. So this lovebird

runs after Sylvester and says eat

me, and Sylvester says you must

be poison, no bird would ask me

to eat him. So the whole story

went on with this lovebird trying

to destroy himselfby getting eaten

by a cat. But when the lovebird

finds that his wife has forgiven

him, he tries to avoid the cat. That

was the first Sylvester.

Tweety Pie had been created

first, but he wasn't very popular on

his own. When I put the two

together they became popular.

Theres very little dialogue in the

whole thing, it's all pantomime.

But Sylvester's self-destruction is

where all the comedy comes from.

Tweety doesn't do a thing really.

There's one story where Tweety

drinks the Br. Jekyll and Mr.

Hyde potion, and Tweety trans-

forms into a monster and starts

chasing Sylvester. That same

concept is used in one of the

levels in the Sylvester and

Tweety video game.

I remember that one. Tweety

thought it was soda pop, but it

was the potion. One minute

Tweety is little and Sylvester is

chasing him, but then Tweety

turns the corner and becomes this

monster, and then he starts chas-

ing Sylvester...a double chase kind

of thing. It's really the characters

How did the Pink Panther come

about?

Blake Edwards had just finished

shooting Peter Sellers in a picture

called The Pink Panther. So he

called me up and said he needed

titles for The Pink Panther movie,

and he'd like animated tides. All 1

had to work with was a list of the

people who had worked on the

movie. Well, it got raves later on,

and Time magazine said the titles

were better than the picture. That

got us started with a whole series

of Pink Panther shorts.

You received an Academy

Award for one of them, didn't

you?

Yes. It was called Think Pint, and it

involved the panther and a little

guy painting. It was a big hit.

Naturally, we made more shorts

after that.

What kind of technological

changes have you

witnessed in the field

of animation?

The biggest change has been

the use of computers. You

can do a lot of things with a

computer that you couldn't

do before. For example, in

Aladdin where they rode on the

carpet, the ani-

mation sequence was repeated by

the computer. If you had to do

that by hand, you'd have never got

it done. They can also color the

characters with a computer. Its

been quite a change that way But

these are just tools, the real thing

has to come from one man, from

his brain. The computers cannot

make it more entertaining.

LOONEV TUNES, characters, names and all reared indba are

Irariemarte cl Warner Bros G1993

PINK PANTHER, © 1 993 Mtnsch— Geotltey-D-F Lie by MGM

L8M All Rkjhts Reserved

I
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I he response to the Sega Youth Founda-

tion Logo Contest was unbelievable. We
received so many entries that we almost

had to call in the National Guardjust to

help us son the mail. And when we had

opened all the envelopes, we were blown

away by the quality of the artwork, as you

can see from the winning entries on these

two pages. In addition, the explanations

that accompanied the logos were abso-

lutely heartfelt. Some ofthem made us cry,

some made us laugh and a few bizarre

inspirations had us completely confused.

In any case, the majority of the entries

confirmed what we already know— we

have some TALENTED readers.

Although the Editors and Art Directors

have chosen the winning entry, it's up to

the Sega Youth Foundation to decide if

they will use it as their official logo. The

judges based their decisions on the fol-

lowing criteria:

1) Idea/concept

2) Inspiration/written explanation

3) Appropriateness as a logo (some

people sent us posters!)

4) Quality of the rendering

Without further ado, we are proud to

announce: The Sega Youth Foundation

Logo Contest is officially over, the judges

have voted, the results are in and we

have a winner! Congratulations to Jim

Buu of Dallas, Texas. For his artistic and

philanthropic efforts, Jim will receive a

shining new Sega Household System

—

a Sega Genesis, Game Gear, Sega CD
and software.

Winning O/") J> Uc>C>
logo created by ' l\ l \<"
Jim Buu, Dallas, TX

Honorable Mentions
Each receives a Seea Visionaries T-shirt,

<?o
c

z
o

r

Eureka, MO Lance Gunbss New Bedford, MA

Sega Vouth Foundation

Fort Worth, TX Frank Gonzales, Jr. San Diego, CA Mark Hanman

River Brandon Center Harbor, NH John Rene Deborja

76
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foundation
stm

you i h

found
d t ion

Michael Howuigton Palo Cedro, CA John Kessler Downers Grove. 1L Greg Leding Springdale, AR Zak Pavitt

\W
Dean Jones Linville . NC Thomas Konkol Racine, Wl JeffMahar St. Louis, MO Jason Seely McKinney.TX

NfflMiW YOUTH
ffFOONDATION

I?
SIM ltd

I
utb

oottteBi Houston, TX Christopher Laudise Clyde, NY Navarro Parker Wichita, KS Patrick Shepparci Atlanta, GA

And here's
what some

of the
winners said:

"teseett^theygrcwup

healthy and
well-educated. We I

Sd^ntheheaima^edu-
cation that they deserve^Each

riav a child goes neglected, beaten, i

rainbow disappears. (Mdren

grow up learning more about hurt

^suffering and not enough

, about love and forgiveness. CMS health and edu^onal

££b
B

are impo^ because ^ey

&r leaders; they are &e ones

we learn from the most.

Dean Jones, Linvffle, MC

and^others, if our sociefyistocL
ate the next generation ofCe^ads must beenergetic, entSS'^and.have a thirst forX?*
o?heaSl00aptUresthesP«tor neaJthy, active, and energetic
children celebrating l^anT
anbr^ng technology. These qual-ities are important because the7

l^ongwithho^optiinism^'
faith, must flourish to livefX
andricnlyonacMybJio.Z,

'ions to our society."

[Kevin Giusty.Takomap^m

Sega Visions^Februarif/rlarch 1994

James Walls Pittsburgh, PA

is unique and special in their own

r^'wtth any charity or sup-

L^TounaSon, the underlying

Es are from the heart.

Mark Hartman, Omaha, HE
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Sega CD

Bram Stolrt Dracula

Bram Striker's Dracula from Sony Imagesoft for the

Sega CD is graphically spectacular. This long-await-

ed one-player title gives you plenty of great cut

scenes from the movie of the same name and, in the

later stages of the game, some of the best back-

ground rotation to land on the Sega CD. The music

makes great use of the compact disc medium. If you

like linear punch-and-kick action, you'll love this

game because that's largely what the game gives

you. Walk to the right, punch,jump and kick.

The number of titles that can play on Sega machines

continues to grow at an amazing rate, so we had to

come up with a way of telling you about all the

games out there without making the magazine too

big to fit in your mailbox. So, we came up with Fast

Takes, a section where you can read about a lot of

games, without having to read a lot of words.

Games in this section are rated in each of five cat-

egories: Graphics, Sound & Music, Play Controls,

Depth & Challenge and Overall Fun. These scores

are based on the intensive testing and evaluation car-

ried out by our reviewers and game counselors. Last

issue, we sianed reporting scores with the help of

our friend Sonic— the more little Sonics next to a

category, the higher the scores. Scores were inter-

preted as follows:

Excellent !f*S?5?$T$

Very Good 5?t}T$j?|!?J

Good T^T^T^

Fair Tj!j

Poor «*

Starting this issue, we thought it would be fun to let

you, our readers, interpret the Sonic scores in your

own individual fashion. We'll print the best ones in

this section, and reward the successful entrants with

T-shirts. See the Sega Visionaries section on page

120 for more details. Meanwhile, here are some

samples to get you staned:

Like butlah ?$?§?$?^?$

Strawberry yogurt trjT$?^'%

Margarine »$'*'$

Large-curd cottage cheese *$*$

Month-old lard «
The SST Concorde »$T$!5?£?5

First class on a 747 i^tSH'S
Business class on a 737 SWWI
Coach on anything ****

Smoking section In Coach «
Beluga caviar t5*S?!|*S'5

Pale with truffles J*^*^^
Quiche Lorraine T$?$?5

Chicken wings ($Ij$

Pig snouts and cow lips m

Jump the green acid and punch the skeletons.

HOT HINTS
• Generally, it you have to lump, use a punch. Other-

wise, use a kick.

Kick timing is key against most enemies.

• One hit linishes the ghosts.

Publisher: Sony Imagesoft

Rating: MA-1

3

No. Players: 1

Graphics Tf^T^TfT$

Sound & Music Cl^tQ
Play Controls f$

Depth & Challenge ?9|?§!$

Overall Fun f£l£

Chuck Rock II

Son of Chock I

A chip off the old Chuck block, Virgin Interactive I

Entettainment's Chuck Rock 2

—

Son oj Chuck

reprises the Genesis can of the same name. A car- I

toon front-end recaps the story from the conclusion!

of the last Chuck adventure, right up through papa I

Chuck's abduction. There's good quality CD music

with the same sound-effects that are on the Genesis!

For those who bought the can version there's no I

reason to purchase the same game on disc. Those I

who haven't seen it will enjoy a fine little platform I

game with a fair amount of hidden items and a lot I

of personality.

• The game starts with a single continue. Leant to beat

the bonus rounds to get more.

• Keep the little tyke's club swinging.

</ II Chuck Jr. gets killed, wait for a sale moment to

restore him.

Publisher: Virgin

Rating: GA

No. Players: 1

Graphics
|§?3$|S|

Sound & Music ?§?$?$

Play Controls m^t^
Depth & Challenge ?§?f*5
Overall Fun f^^m
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Sega CD

Revenge ol the Ninja

Another action-reaction title from Renovation is

spinning it's way to your Sega CD. Revenge of the

Ninja takes you on a challenge across 18 stages of

peril through graveyards, dark forests, raging rivers,

and eventually a casde fortified with hundreds of

trained ninja warriors. Similar to their best-selling

game Road Avenger, Revenge of the Ninja takes the

concept further by randomly selecting the stages for

a wider variety of gameplay.

In me Robot Stage go: D, L, L, A, L, U, R, R, U, R, R, U,

UUU.

41480

Sega CD

Terminator
Blazing weapons and frantic action highlight Termi-

nator from Virgin Interactive Entertainment. You

play as Kyle Reese, sent back into the past to protect

his future leader from an early termination. Blast

through 10 furious levels and see if you can termi-

nate the Terminator before he terminates humanity.

This solid one-player title has much that you want

in a CD— an amazing Q-Sound ™ soundtrack,

digitized footage from the actual movie, and rolo-

scoped animations for character movements.

1WW
Climb down the fence to gel these items.

Medusa will attack with her snakes it you don't move:

A.U.U.A.A.

Blades of Vengeance
Get out a whetstone and sharpen your steel—
Blades ofVengeance from Electronic Arts for the

Genesis brings solitary or two-player simullaineous

swordplay to the hack and slashers fan. Guide your

choice from a group of three characters through

eight levels of fantasy adventure and danger. You

can play as a Barbarian, a Huntress or a Magician

and leap into the fray. Kill the monsters who block

your path, search for magical items and save the

;dom. Any questions?

Carefully time your jumps over dangerous obstacles.

A p Qflpt

Stay behind the jeep until you get a good shot at the

helicopter. Otherwise, the war is as good as over.

Find secret rooms by searching the walls.

HOT HINTS
. Watch lor the flashing yellow light to guide you in (be

direction ol your next move.

/ The stages are randomly selected each lime you play.

. Go lor a higher score by completing a stage without

losing a lite.

HOT HINTS
• Better find all the 1-Ups you can...you're gonna

need 'em.

• Don't be afraid to use plenty ol ammo—your guns

have unlimited cartridges in them.

• Search for hidden ways to colled energy and 1-Ups. II

you see them, they can be gotten.

HOT HINTS
</ Search for hidden areas on the other side of walls thai

seem solid.

• You can pause one player in the two-player game and

take no hits with the paused player.

• When armored, each player has a special attack thai

can be charged by pressing and holding the D-button Up.

Publisher: Renovation

Rating: MA-1

3

No. Players: 1

Graphics IfIfIf

Sound & Music IfIfIf
Play Controls IfIfIf

Depth & Challenge IfIf
Overall Fun Ififif

Publisher: Virgin

Rating: MA-1

3

No. Players: 1

Graphics IfIfIfIfIf

Sound & Music IfIfIfIfIf

Play Controls IfIfIfIfIf

Depth & Challenge IfIfIf
Overall Fun IfIfIfIfIf

Publisher: Virgin

Rating: MA-13

No. Players: 1 or 2

Graphics IfIfIfIf

Sound & Music IfIfIf

Play Controls

Depth & Challenge

ifififif

IfIfIfIf
Overall Fun IfIfIf
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Genesis Genesis Genesis

Chester Cheetah... Dragon's Revenge Prince of Persia

Wild, Wild Quest
He's ai il again— searchin' for Hip City, USA.

Chester Cheetah...Wild, Wild Quest from Kaneko is an

action/adventure tide that lakes you all ihe way from

Un-Clearwater, Florida, up lo Numb, Alaska, as you

try to retrieve a map stolen by Mean Eugene. Adding

insult 10 injury, Mean Eugene rips your map to

shreds and scatters il all over the United Stales. With

challenging bosses, three difficulty levels, and color-

ful graphics, Chester Cheetah is no cheese puff.

>~tot~eM

In the Euphreaka level, don't let these pesky sea-birds

scare you. Use your lump attack to knock em out of

the sky.

Jj£_

Dragon's Revenge from Tengen is the sequel to the

hit pinball game Dragon's Fury. With a huge playing

board consisting of dozens of bonuses and special

secreis, nine flippers and eight bonus rounds, this

one- to four-player game will keep you flipping for

hours. There is even a password feature lo keep

track of your completed bonus rounds.

Veteran gamers should not be surprised that Prince of

Persia has finally found its way to ihe Genesis. The

way has been paved by versions for die Sega CD and

Game Gear, and on PCs before thai. The game is

famous...and Tengeris version is a faithful port of

what has made Prince 0/Perm popular. Even the

music and funky control patterns are identical.

F-

hi

sc

P'

Hi

cl

a
p
ai

ft

Go tot the skull lo provoke the acolytes, then dispose of

all ol them. Reenter the skull lor a bonus round.

You'll And a sword all the way lo the left In stage one. You

need it to beat the guard at the right end ol the dungeon.

Aim tor the limbs ol this spider-ridden tree in Dragon's

lirsl bonus round.

Use the short carelul step method lo walk through beds

of spikes.

Super Jump to get a continue near Ihe start of Dmahog.

HOT HINTS
• For a super-high lump, hold Down on the D-Button and

then press Button A ore.

• Make sure you keep a bag ol cheese putts on hand to

keep Chester alive II he gets Ml

1/ Collect 100 paws by Ihe time you clear a city lor an

extra continue.

Publisher: Kaneko

Rating: GA

No. Players: 1

Graphics

Sound & Music

Play Controls

Depth & Challenge

Overall Fun

HOT HINTS
• Exercise patience by cradling the ball with your nip-

pers and directing the ball to its exact destination.

• Vou can release Ihe lace In Hie center by turning her

three surrounding jewels lo Hashing blue. She'll

deposit a diamond on one ol Die levels. Collect II lor a

free ball.

Pub lisher: Tengen

Rating: MA-1

3

No. Players: 1 to 4_

Graphics

Sound & Music

Play Controls

Depth & Challenge

Overall Fun

HOT HINTS
• Press Button A and the D-Pad to take short, careful

steps.

• Not all potions restore your tile meter. Some take a

unit away. Others will add lo your meter.

s Replay a level until you get your best time. Write

down that password and use il for your continues.

Publisher: Tengen

Rating: MA-1

3

No. Players: 1

Graphics 1^11£

Sound & Music t^l^lSI

Play Controls l$1$t$

Depth « Challenge tFj|f!$g|

Overall Fun *?!?$¥$
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Genesis Genesis Genesis

F-117 Nightstorm Family Feud High Seas Havoc

F-l 1 7: Njghtstorm from Electronics Arts brings

home the excitement of piloting an incredibly

sophisticated aircraft. EA successfully creates a

playable Genesis environment for simulation fans:

fluid movement without sacrificing too much detail,

challenging missions requiring planning and strate-

gy, and even an interesting storyline. Your 30 cam-

paign missions range from training runs in Nevada

and historical scenarios in the Gulf to possible

future scenarios in other theaters of combat.

In the Arcade Mode, you can practice your Hying and

targeting skills while going lor a high score.

This is where you'll arm your aircraft. Choose wisely for

rout specific mission - this is over St 11 million worth ot

eguipment you're flying.

If you've ever dreamed of gathering up the family

and getting on Family Feud, dream no more. Now

you can enjoy the same kinds of questions in the

comfort of your own home. Family Feud from

Gametek has more than 4,000 questions based on

surveys of 1 00 people. This game gives you a

chance to see if you're really good enough for the

real thing. Family Feud can be played with any-

where from one to ten players, but be careful. Any

more than two people and you're asking for a

family feud.

High Seas Havoc from Data East brings a seafaring

journey to the lands ofthe Genesis. Brutal Bernard

has stolen the map that will lead him to the hidden

treasure that every pirate is after, but only the most

worthy swashbuckler will regain the magical gem

contained within. Stormy seas, dasuvrdly pirates,

andhidden treasures await you as you guide Havoc

through thirteen stages to recover the map and find

thehidden treasure.

Reach the lop ol the masls on the Pirate Ship to lind

enough gems and bonuses lor a lew extra men.

In the Bull's Eye Round you can build up your family's

Fast Money Jackpot by guessing the Number One

answers lo S difletent questions.
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The first boss lakes six hits.

Choose two of your family members lo go lor the jack-

pot In the Fast Money Round.

HOT HINTS
. Tour aircraft automatically swilchs lo autupilol when

you fire a Paveway or a Maverick missile.

. Pay close attention to the color of text tor the map on

hie Pause screen Green = primary target, Yellow =

secondary target. Grey = destroyed target. Red -

hlendly unit

Publisher: Electronic Arts

Rating: GA

No. Players: 1

Graphics ?^?5l5

Sound & Music ^k^k^k
Play Controls Iffcl^

DeplnS Challenge

Overall Fun

HOT HINTS
• Use the Start button lo End your answers and save

some time on the clock.

• While thinking ol an answer, press Button C lo review

the game board.

• Use the Returning Champion code to keep your lamlly

rolling for five consecutive days, thai is— II you're

good enough.

Publisher: Gametek

Rating: GA

No. Players: 1 to 10

Graphics ??fc?^?5

Sound & Music t^rSI^

Play Controls l£l^lS|

Depths Challenge g$g$ff|

Overall Fun l!|1^?$

HOT HINTS
• Collect 100 Diamonds lor an extra Havoc.

i/ To deleal the bosses, you must use your Flipper Flip

attack by pressing Button A, B or C while in the air.

v Havoc has a Slideaway Roll for evasive maneuvers by

pressing Down and Button A. B, or C.

Publisher: Data East

Rating: GA

No. Players: 1

Graphics f^^^^k
Sound & Music I^|ifJ|

Play Controls t$t$f$

Depth * Challenge t$t$
Overall Fun ^Irjf^
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Genesis

The Incredible

Crash Dummies
HH the road with The Incredible Crash Dummies from

Hying Edge for ihe Genesis. This one-player festival

of missing body-parts features the characters you've

seen in those public service announcements. Playing

as Slick, the main dummy, you travel through 16

stages of mayhem that have you trying to keep your

arms and legs connected to your torso. Whether in

Parking Lots, Construction Sites or Artillery Ranges,

this dummy is definitely the seat-bell poster boy.

Genesis

Joe and Mac
Neanderthal types have abducted the village cave-

girls— help Takara'sJoe and Mac rescue them.

Fight your way over land and water, climb hills and

trees, collect power-ups from Eggs you've cracked

open and beat the bosses to save the cavewomen.

This one- or two-player simultaneous title has

already appeared on a number of platforms. This

version is a much closer match to the arcade hit

from a few years ago. With bright colors and boun-

cy sounds, this repeat performance looks pretty

good...but with a less than stellar control interface

the play can get a little rough. If you liked it in the

arcade, Joe and Mac is worth a look.

Race Drivin'

Based on the arcade hit, Race Drivin' from Tengen is
|

stunt driving on the Genesis. All of the original

tracks are here, plus a new Super Stunt Track and

even a new custom track design module. Race Dri-

vin' gives you precise controls of three different cars

(your choice of manual or automatic), digitized

sound effects (including those of roadside farm ani-

mals), and smooth animation using advanced poly-

gon algorithms.

Till Crash Center harbors lighlbulb-dropplng toy air-

planes. Watch out. Avoid or kill the and take out mama bird.

HOT HINTS
• Each lime you pick up an Hiring, It returns. Search

low and get another Airbag, then search high.

• Gat a Screwdriver, and you can reattach the last limb

lost

• Use your Wrenches sparingly.

Publisher; Flying Edge

Rating: GA

No. Players: 1

Graphics ^15^^
Sound i Music l$f$9?$

Play Controls ^k^k^k
Depth & Challenge ?§?js5
Overall Fun 1$)$^$

HOT HINTS
1/ Check Ihe contents of power-up Eggs before collect-

ing them.

• Try both Course A and Course B.

• Less experienced gamers may want to lake this one

on Easy.

Publisher: Takara

Rating: GA

No. Players: 1 or 2

Graphics t£l%1%

Sound & Music f^^'&k

Play Controls 10|1^|

Depth & Challenge M
Overall Fun &}<$
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HOT HINTS
• Obey the speed limit signs on sharp turns, or you're

sure to wipe out

1/ It you end up Oh Road, press Start then the A button to

return to the road.

• When you see an upcoming sharp banked curve, cut

through the grass to minimize your risk of hurling over

the lop.

Publisher: Tengen

Rating: GA

No. Players: 1

Graphics ^i^i^
Sound & Music 1£$k1£
Play Controls ?§??*>??$

Depth » Challenge T$^*$
Overall Fun t$l$1$
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ReadySofi Incorporated & Epicenter Interactive Present
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the Shape Shifter's in your face, the Lizard King's a

jerk and the dragon's all over you!

Now you're in control of Dirk the Daring, armed with a

sword and an attitude. Slash your way through

the castle of the dark wizard and rescue Princess Daphne

from the clutches of Singe the Evil Dragon!

Awesome animation, explosive sound... it's all here

directly from laser disc to Sega CD!

Lead on brave adventurer. . . your quest awaits.

eadySoft
ReadySofi Incorporated

30 Wertheim CourtSuite 2

Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada L4B 1B9

Tel: (905) 731-4175 Fax: (905) 76" °'
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Genesis Genesis Genesis

T2: Judgment Day Virtual Pinball Wiz'nliz
T2:Judgment Day for the Genesis is a simple run-

and-gun fesi, with lots of muscle and lots of artillery,

but very little of anything new to pull it off. The Ter-

minator's movements are unimaginative— just a lot

of point and shoot, or kneel, point and shoot. There

is some strategy: In each level, you must accomplish

mission objectives. These can take a little figunng

out, but shouldn't drain the T-800's resources (locat-

ingJohn Connor is as simple as looking him up in

the phone book).

WW**" 1
**

Wander about the cafe until you reach the billiards room.

The dude behind the second pool table is packing a gun

you can use. Get it from him.

Ever get the urge to build your own pinball table?

You can with Virtual Pintail from Electronic Arts for

the Genesis. This one- to four-player game comes

with a number of predesigned tables and a usable

software system that will let you design and save a

few of your own. Once you've completed your

table, you incorporate predesigned backgrounds,

sound effects and music. Overall the existing tables

don't have the excitement of those in EA's Crue-

ball, but with the ability to build your own, this

game does quite well.

After you get a weapon, head outside to the parking lot to

locate the second future oblective. Blast it, then press

the D-Butlon Down to pick it up.

Bloodbath has solid play and fun sound effects like

shrieks and groans. Nest your ball in a flipper lo acquire

targets.

Wiz 'n Liz by Psygnosis has some of the fastest,

smoothest scrolling graphics ever seen on a home

system. Wiz 'n Liz are two careless wizards experi-

menting with potent spells mixed with magic fruit.

You must help them recover the wabbits their spells

transport and destroy the magic guardians before

it's too late. In one-player mode, Wiz or Liz sets out

to conquer 1 1 2 levels, conjure up to 105 spells, and

battle 12 gigantic bosses. In the two-player game,

players race against each other.

. - IILL IlilLLI!' SUV

In the one-player game, after you finish your magic

word, collectenough fruit lo fill the magic bar so you

can take It back to your cauldron.

When In the two-player game, you can swipe the other

player's letters so they can't complete their spell.

HOT HINTS
• At the start ol each mission, you receive your objec-

tives. Press the Start Button for additional objectives.

</ Pick up the second shotgun lor additional firepower.

Trade between the handgun and the shotgun.

• You'll need more bullets to stay in the game.

Hmmm...pollcemen usually carry lots ot ammo.

Publisher: Acclaim

Rating: GA

No. Players: 1

Graphics i$^$

Sound & Music ?§i5?5

Play Controls yf?*|

Depth & Challenge ^|^^
Overall Fun ?5?§^l

HOT HINTS
• Try your designs on others to lest tor trouble spots.

• Play your table at different speeds to lind optimum

play.

• After you've completed a table, test various hack-

grounds and sounds.

Publisher: Electronic Arts

Rating: GA

No. Players: 1 to 4

Graphics !$?5

Sound & Music ?$?^
Play Controls ^^k^k
Depth I Challenge *
Overall Fun *

HOT HINTS
• Don't let your Iruit spoil. It lasts for only three rounds.

• Collect the BONUS letters to enter a bonus stage

where you gain lots of extra stars and big points.

• To beat the game, concentrate on saving all ot the

wabbits and forget about the spells.

Publisher: Psygnosis

Rating: GA

No. Players: 1 or 2

Graphics f$tf$|$9$?$

Sound & Music i^^ki\i\

Play Controls f^li^i^
Depth & Challenge t$l$t$l$
Overall Fun ^IJ^'
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AMERICA'S TOY STORE

I tos sfhcai ssar -s your BsuanraffBl Ihls

picduH meets lie nighest Duality s.ia:i<fcft

of Sega'". Buy games aiw atressories *itn

!hs sol lo lis sura thai thifsrscompati Die

wlh Hie Seca" [Senasts
11

, Sega CD*, or

Garo Gear '"(System.

Cf 7" K0(/>? COPYNOW -WITH THIS COUPON

10 OFF
SEGA GENESIS® SONIC 3

AMERICAS TOY STORE

Good for Sonic The Hedgehog 3™ Game cartridge by Sega
=

for your Sega Genesis' systems, Use this coupon at any

Kay-Bee Toy Store". One coupon per visit, coupon must be

an original, no copies will be accepted. Coupon not valid

with any other promotion. Offer expires 3/38/94. Sega (and

Genesis, Sega CO or Game Gear) are trademarks of Sega

Enterprises. Ltd All rights reserved.

. Male Female

Coupon U

5888763-SV



Genesis Game Gear Game Gear

Zool - Ninja of the

1th" Dimension
Splai! Zool— Ninja of the "Nth" Dimension by

Gametek, has just crash-landed on the Genesis. As

Zool, you must nd seven worlds of the evil influence

of Krool and return home. One feature that sets this

one-player action-adventure title apart is the require-

ment to collect a percentage of bonuses based on

your difficulty level. With all the secret passages and

bonus rooms, this makes exploration a key.

Find this secret room on Stage 1-2 and double your firing

power by collecting the 'TwoZool

The Addams Family Ms. Pac Man
Creepy, Kooky, Ooky, Spooky! The Addams Family

are snapping their way onto the Game Gear. Flying

Edge has created an exciting title utilizing the popu-

lar family - an adventure/action/puzzle style game.

Collect items scattered throughout the mansion to

solve puzzles and bop all the pests while attempting

to save your family.

The Pac family has arrived on the Game Gear with I

Ms. Pac Man from Namco. This cart duplicates the I

onginal arcade blockbuster, but also offers a harder!

mode with faster ghosts and a Gear-to-Gear versionl

where player two controls Mr. Pac Man. Another

new feature is the ability to choose between the

standard full-size maze or a zoomed-in version for
|

more detail.

What's Pugsley doing hanging out the window? Maybe

he needs some help. Now what's the recipe for that

shrinking potion?

The mazes are exactly like the original, but now the

screen can scroll. Remember your patterns?

Get the bone and the key to the house in this secret dun-

geon under the tombstone.

Use the compressed mazes to keep track the ghosts.

JXMJ.I.UJ.I.U
Collect the gold medallion to exit each level.

HOT HINTS
• you're not iusl collecting bonuses lor points In Zool,

you must collect a certain amount to finish the stage.

Keep lapping the fire button, there are tons of bad

guys hopping around every comer.

. The arrow beside your remaining lime points to the

medallion at the end of the stage.

HOT HINTS
- Try jumping and climbing all over ti

scenery lo reach greater heights.

• Vou'll need one million dollars before you can rescue

Morticla. Make sure you don'l miss any money or

oblecls.

• Rescue Thing first so you'll have a shield for later on.

HOT HINTS
. Gobble as many ghosts as you can when you eat a

power pellet, you'll gel an extra Ms Pac Man at

10.000 points.

• The fruit can be very valuable in later stages: Cher-

rv=100. Strawberry=200, 0range=50n, Pretzel=700,

Apple=1 000. Pear=2000. and Ranana=5000.

Publisher: Gametek Publisher: Acclaim Publisher: Namco

Rating: GA

No. Players: 1

Graphics *§!?$?$

Sound S Music ^^^
Play Controls ^H?5
Depth & Challenge g$^g$
Overall Fun g$f$i$

Rating: GA

No, Players: 1

Graphics

Sound S Music

Play Controls

Deplh & Challenge

Overall Fun

Rating: GA

No. Players: 1 or 2

Graphics ??|!?|?$

Sound & Music l^?fH
Play Controls lf^
Deplh & Challenge f§^&?f|

Overall Fun T$?§?§?5
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At long last the space fairing trio of Erik the Swift , Balepg the Fierce
,

and Olaf the Stout" have arrived in the land of SEGA Genesis. With a

jammin' musical score and your help, -our humorous heroes fight their

way through over 40 rip-roaring levels and worlds. Hurry! Only you
can get these lonely vikes home.. ^,.>._ M-

'
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Pintail Dreams
Pinball Dreams from Gametek brings true-io-life

pinball action 10 your Game Gear. With three

unique and challenging boards, Pintail Dreams

offers hours of enjoyment. Fuel your spaceship and

travel to a new planet for higher bonuses in the

Ignition level. Go for higher ticket values while rid-

ing on the Steel Wheel. And while you're in the

Graveyard, see if you can score the ultimate bonus

of 20 million points.

Game Gear

Robocop vs Terminator

Taking its cue from the Dark Horse Comics of the

same name, Robocop vs. Terminator from Virgin Inter-

active Entertainment for the Game Gear is slightly-

more than a typical walk and shoot. Each round of

this one-player game has you searching for weapons

power-ups, energy and extra lives. You spend a fair

amount of time searching for the proper route

through each level. Often the rnazelike levels take

you up and down ladders and hand over hand via

cables, ropes and pipes before you find the exit.

Zool — Ninja of the

"Nth" Dimension
Take it portable with Zool— Ninja ojthe "Mil"

Dimension from Gametek, an action-adventure can

that has you playing as an Intersteller Cosmos

Dweller named (yup, you quessed it) Zool. You're

trapped in an unknown world that has been over-

taken by Krool and his forces. To escape, you mus

nd each world of Krool's legionaries, collect lots of

bonus items, and defeat the end-of-world bosses.

To go lor an extra ball on the Ignition level, hit the three

bumpers on the right and then guide the ball up the

chute on the led
Shoot diagonally to take out your enemies belore you

get to them. Exit once you've gotten 99 percent In a stage.

To collect the Graveyard letters, hit the R.I.P. bumpers

on the right or the three bumpers above the hat.

II your way Is blocked you will olten find a way over

the top.

Collect the little Zs.

HOT HINTS HOT HINTS
• Use Button 1 lor a heavy tilt, but don't use it more than • Search lor weapons upgrades by shooting at every-

Mw times In a row. thing In slglrL

• Clear all the alleys on the lop ol the boards lor special Shoot in every direction while moving and you often

multiplier bonuses or extra balls. take out bad guys just off screen.

Spell Graveyard or Ignition tor a special bonus. • Colled as many extra lives as you can. You'll need em.

Publisher: Gametek

Rating: Gfl

No. Players: 1

Graphics

Sound S Music

Play Controls

Depth & Challenge

Overall Fun

Publisher: Virgin

Rating: MA-13

No. Players: 1

fffff Graphics i^|»j|?$?$

?f?^| Sound & Music i£iQi\

7$?$?$*$ Play Controls i^i\i\i\

?5f?$ Depth & Challenge ffH
fifl?!) Overall Fun fff

HOT HINTS
v Try lo shoot as many enemies as possible, sometimes

they release hearts that will replenish your health.

• Alter you collect enough bonus items, the arrow

points you In the correct direction ol the medallion.

/ To use your spinning attack, hold Button 2 alter you

lump.

Publisher: Gametek

Rating: GA

No. Players: 1

Graphics ffUff
Sound & Music 5rjjjl^lf

Play Controls f^fl
Depth & Challenge ^?5?fj
Overall Fun Iff1
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The Next Level for
Eternal Champions

Eternal Champions from Sega is the biggest, baddest

fighting game to land on the Genesis. What better way

to play it than with an Activator? Give your thumbs a

rest— get your whole body into the fighting action.

Using Eternal Champions with an Activator, your legs,

amis, hands and feet are your controller. Every punch,

kick and move you make instantly transforms into

fighting action and movement on screen. Eternal

Champions is fully Activated. All the characters' Special

Moves are done with two move sequences so you can

get off each punishing and spectacular attack with flair

and ease. Jump into the game and your play experience

will never be the same!

You can go Activated against the computer, against

a friend with one of those hand-held controllers or

even do dueling Activators

with two Activators head-to-

head. For those of you tak-

ing on the computer or a

friend (enemy) with a con-

troller, Eternal Champions

has an intelligent interface

that notices your Activator and

automatically Activates your game. What

does this mean to your game? You get an edge. Each of

the Special Moves is done with two moves on the Acti-

vator. When Activated, the Eternal characters deliver

blows that are 50 percent more powerful than those

'en with a regular controller, and

the characters also take 50 percent

less damage.

Jetta and Shadow light it out in R.A.X.'s level. Jena

executes her punishing Ricochet. The combination is

2H + 8H, then 2L.

R.A.X. and Blade in the Battle Room. R.A.X. Is set to let

loose with his powerful Overload. The combination is

2H + 8H, then 3 + 7. * *

It's Larcen vs. Trident in Shadow's level. The combination

for Larcen's crushing Power Sweep Is 2H + 8H, then 2L

Continued on page 92
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Outlaw Mad Dog McCree and his henchmen have taken over a

wild west frontier town, locked the sheriff in his own jail, and kid-

napped the mayor and his daughter. Sharp shooting is a must in

this arcade classic where the player must save the town, rescue the

mayor and his daughter, and triumph in a final showdown against

Mad Dog himself.

It's the Rollicking '30s and someone has killed popular singer

Johnny Rock in this action-packed gangster whodunit. The player

will need to navigate the back streets, gaming halls, funeral parlors

and the dirty sections of this city to get at the clues held by a num-
ber of shady characters and solve this murder mystery. Bad guys

with machine guns provide a high level of challenge.

71a cltul sal a rail

SEGACD
Introducing the world's first interactive live motion picture games, for CD

home entertainment systems. Now available at your favorite retailer.

Mad Dog McCree and

Who Shot Johnny Rock are

registered trademarks of

American Laser Games, Inc.

Ail rights reserved.

MERICAN
LASER GAMES.

LIVE MOTION PICTURE ACTION



Continued (ram page 90

Xavier pulls off an Attract anil Smack against Slash on

Jetta's level. The combination is 2H + 8H, then 2L

With Mldknight against Shadow it's always a close fight.

Here on Blade's level, Midknight gets the upper hand

with his powerful Flying Wall Smash. The combination is

2H + 8H. then 2H.

Jetta's Flying Choke Hold gets the job done against

Larcen as they battle in Xavier's level. The combination

is2H + 8H,then2H.

Trident blasts R.A.X. with his scorching Plasma Bolt on

home turf. The combination is 2H + 8H, then 2H.

92

TeeVGolf
Now you can actually "play" golf in your own home with the latest peripheral—
TeeVGolf— from Sports Sciences, Inc. With the TeeVGolf clu/b, your swing deter-

mines the on-screen action. Whether you're teeing off or in the bunker, you can

swing the club, just like you would on the golf course. Imagine yourselfon the

green— check your lie, set your stance and take your normal golf swing. With

enough practice, you might just be ready to join the PGA Tour.

TeeVGolf has two main components -

the club itself and the

base unit. The

base unit connects

(via an 8-foot cable)

into the controller

port of your Genesis

system and is posi-

tioned on the floor

approximately where

your tee would be

kxated. The TeeVGolf

club is especially

designed and weighted

to have the feel of a reg-

ulation golf club, even

though its only 2b inches

long. The advantage of

the size is that you can

take a rull swing indoors

without hitting the

ceiling or anything

else (which should

keep the folks

happy). Both "right-

ies" and 'lefties" can

use the TeeVGolf

club, which is

powered by two

AA batteries.

The club

works by project-

ing a red light

from the end of

its shaft. As you

swing trie

clubhead"

(light beam)

over the base unit, sensors in the

base read the light's motion. Each time you swing, the sen-

sois deieci and translate your swing to on-screen performance. Your controller

(plugged into the short cable) is used as you normally would to run the game,

'change clubs," choose menus and select game options. You can also adjust for skill

levels of individual players— in case your dad happens to be Arnold Palmer.

The TeeVGolf package includes one adapter module that allows you to play the

PGA Tout* Go!/and PGA Tour* Go!/ if cauridges by Electronic Arts. For other golf

games youll need to have both the adapter and the matching game cartndge.

Sega Visions^Februortj/March 1S34
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YOU control the most devasting creatures in history! Backed by a high-power

arsenal of weapons provided by the U.S. government, you and four Dinos with bad

attitudes accept the ultimate assignment: SAVE THE WORLD

from a menacing mob of bio-genetic freaks. H O ^AF • By blasting hordes

of ninjas and prehistoric beasts into extinction-even if it means

DESTROYING EVERYTHING IN SIGHT!

%& Sega.a'Hif'GBne'si^are trade

Dinosaurs far Hire"" is a trade

^1993 Tom Mason. AH Rights R

Publish" "
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% '" You get all the moves of the inter-
It tOOk ttlG

national greats. Like a sliding tackle

so real, it'll knock you offyour feet. nUITlbGr 0H6
name in

sports video games to capture the

number one sport in the world.

FIFA International Soccer from EA SPORTS: It's Italy

attacking Brazil. A perfectly executed bicycle kick

by Germany.
A headerjust

past the

goalie's reach and into the

net by England.

'94 GAME HIGHLIGHTS
I EXCLUSIVE FIFA LICENSE 2000+ ANIMATIONS
48 INTERNATIONAL TEAMS | 1ST 16-MEG SOCCER GAME

I 4 WO.Y PLAY SUPPORT DIGITIZED CROWD CHANTS

TS

IRGAME
CHANTS

Choose from all the classic

formations. Stack your 5-3-2

line-up with a frontline of Brazilian

speedsters. Then blow by the

other team.

It's you against the goalie. The inter-

national title's on the line. And the

crowd's a wild, chanting mob. Can you
conquer the world?

^**>$

With over2000 frames ofanimation, you can
pull off a picture-perfect bicycle kick right in front of

the mouth of the goal

everymove is picture-

perfect. Plus you get the strategy, the plays, the

screaming, chanting fans right out of the stadium.
VisityourEA SPORTS dealer or call (800) 245-4525

anytime. And get the world's bestsoccergame, hands down.

Ifyour keeper can swallow up
every attack on goal, you might just
taste victory in the international

tournament.

»\SPORTS
If it's in the game, it's in the game'.

EA SPORTS. Hits in thegame.itsin the game. 4 Way Play, and Electronic Arts are trademarks ot Electronic Arts.

Sega and Genesis are trademarks ol Sega Enterpnses LTD 4 Way Play is nor licensed by Sega Enterprises. LTD
Photograph courtesy Of Colorspon
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TRACK ON SPORTS GAMES

Prize Fighter
Scores Hit
on Sega CD

Sega Sports has broken new

ground with the first boxing CD title,

Prize Fighter. Sega Visions had a first

look at this game, and we gotta tell

you, its awesome. The gritty Raging

Bull-style boxing moves and movie-

like action in this game have to be

seen to be believed. Face-to-face and

toe-to-toe with four real fighters,

you'fl feel every punch connect, hear

the aunts of the crowd and get so

close to the teal thing that you'll want

to wear a mouthguard. With Segas

new TruVideo™ technology, Prize

Fighter places you in the scene like

never before. Weighing in at rwo

discs (thats a gigabyte of data) Prize

Fighter is definitely the biggest (and

certainly the baddest) boxing game

to blast your hardware. Take a look

at the review, and we think you'll

agree that Prize Fighters a major hit.

Alsobre

into the CD field are two other

new titles. NFLs Greatest - S.F.

49ers vs. Dallas Cowboys from

Sega Sports brings armchair quar-

terbacks two teams who combine

for seven Super Bowl wins in a 15-

year period. You get tons of full-

screen NFL Films footage in

digitized form so you can see your

favorite players actually complete

the plays you choose!

For the person who wants mat-

pounding, body-slamming, throw

'em out of the square ring action

—

Arena's World Wrestling Federa-

tion Rage In the Cage delivers

This game features all the great

wrestling names from Randy Savage

to Tatanka, with graphics and sound

that truly kick on the Sega CD.

The team at E.A. Sports is

bringing us NHL '94 CD— so

close to true hockey that it even

has an organist, Bill Walsh Foot-

ball CD— a great college football

title featuring digitized Bill, and

yout first peek at NBA Show-

down '94— with an all-new

engine for the '94 season. Look for

full coverage in upcoming issues of

Sega Visions.

Hot off
The Wire...

Sega Sports is bringing the NBA

into your hands with NBA
Action '94 for the Genesis (and

in a coming issue for the Game

Gear). All the teams and all the

players are at your control in this

great-looking title.

Virgin Interactive Enter-

tainment is deliveringjammit

for the Genesis— realistic

one-on-one streetball with

amazing jams.

As we all sit down to tallow

the Winter Olympics in Lille-

hammer, Norway, U.S. Gold

gives us Winter Olympics in

both Genesis and Game Gear

versions. There's even a moguling

competition for the speed- and

And for the ultimate in porta-

ble racing, Domark has brought

the Genesis hit Formula 1 to the

Game Gear. You contend with the

top names and tracks in the For-

mula field.

For those of you without

patience...Rangets fans know what

we mean.. .we've got advance

screens of Sega Sports World

Series Baseball for the Genesis.

This cart is in a league all its own.

Check the batter's perspective. The

below- and behind-the-bat

perspective gives a much more

realistic view ol incoming pitches.

This cart will blow your doors off!
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WARM-UP
Think you've got what it takes to win at half-court street

ball? Jammit from Virgin Interactive Entertainment brings

fast-paced one-on-one b-ball to your Genesis. This terrific

one- or two-player game gives you eight variations on the

street-ball theme— in an elbows flying, trash talking, ball

stealing jam-fest. With lots of digitized speech and jam-

ming tunes, Jammit is a sound and slam frenzy. In the

one-player version you advance through eight rounds to

take on The Judge. If you win, you'll become the one-on-

one champ of the 'hood. In the two-player, you hit the

courts with a friend in one of seven game types to deter-

mine just who rules the blacktop.

Jammit offers you three choices

ofslammih, jammin' player (each

with differing talents). Chill is physi-

cally strong, a great slammer and

best at slipping 'em away from the

net. Roxy is the fastest, best from

outside the key and the highest

jumper. Slade has the best stamina, is

amod all-around shooter and clunker.

utton A to jump and block shots

Iram outside Hie key and Button B to

jush your opponent.

To defend while in Slam Cam mode,

press the B-Button to intercept the

shooter. Button A to jump on the first

dress, then Button A again to block.

Etch time the player with the

ball jumps close to the basket, the

point of view changes to a tight

close-up from the Slam Cam. This

is the first Genesis game that lets

you intercept the shooter and

block shots while in Slam

Cam mode.

Get the timino down on your second

tap ot Button A It you want to Jammit

on the slams.

In 2 Hot, your shots count double

from the moving X.

Have the ball and bored with the

music? Go to the boom box and the

tune changes.

Frenzy puts two balls on the court

lets you score from the X's only and

has no fouls. The first to 10 wins.

The game In 2 It lets you score from

the X's only. Winner's outs and fouls

are enforced.

Sega Visions — Fehr

Game Types
0ne-on-0ne— the first to 21 wins;

loser's outs and fouls are enforced.

Sweat— the first to 21 wins; win-

ner's outs and no fouls.

2 Hot— the first to 21 wins; shots

count double from moving X;

loser's outs and fouls are t

Poison— basically One-on-One,

but hit 20 points and your score

goes back to 10.

Slams Only— first to 10 wins;

only slam-dunks count; winner's

outs and no fouls.

In 2 II
— first to 21 wins; only

shots from the two moving X's

count; shoot trom doubled X and

shot counts double; winner's outs

and fouls are enforced.

Frenzy— first to 1 points wins; a

two-ball free-for-all; shots from

moving X's count; double X counts

double and no fouls.

Cutthroat— as part ol the one-

player tourney only, you shoot

against two opponents; 20 or 13

points are poison Hose 10 points);

winner's outs and no fouls.

If you think you were fouled (in a

game with fouls], hit the Start But-

ton. If you were actually fouled then

there will be an option to Call Foul.

You get one tree throw if you were in

the one-point section and two it you

were in the two-point section of the

court You can call a max of five

fouls in any one game.

Slams Only is just as it sounds. Only

slams count.
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He Throws
Deep!

You set the plays, select the quar-

terback and make the calls.

Choose from blazing full-screen

football action, window-size with

the held visible or a random com-

bination of both. Either way, you

end up with spectacular live

footage from NFL Films™. Make

the coaching decisions about run-

ning, passing and defensive plays

against the computer or a human

opponent. If things aren't going

well for the 49ers, pull Steve

Young and put Joe Montana on

the field. Set up a Hail Maty and

watch Montana throw deep. The

outcome depends on the defend-

er's play call!

For those with a taste for chal-

lenge, there are the Scenarios.

These predesigned game situations

put you in true-to-life coaching

dilemmas. Scenario number one,

for instance, puts the 'Niners down

by three points in the fourth quar-

ter with three minutes remaining.

The 49ers have the ball on their

1-yard line. What plays RJ
would you call? U—

i

HOT HINTS
Change up your play calling to

keep the computer on its toes. II

you ran a lot, the CPU defends

against running plays. Mix It up.

• When you are on offense around

the 30-yard line, running plays

work best.

1/ When you've got the ball around

mittfield, a short passing game

Is better.

. On defense, the 4-3, Man Weak or

Man Strong are effective against

both running and passing.

• The Quick Outs passing plays have

a higher percentage of completion.

WARM-UP
Mix great video game with tons of real NFL film footage.

Add two teams that together won seven Super Bowls in a

15-year period. Stir in the familiar sounds of the football

stadium and music. Bring it up to spin, and you get NFL's

Greatest S.F. 49ers vs. Dallas Cowboys on Sega CD from

Sega Sports. For one or two players, this football fantasy

features 28 greats from 15 years of 'Niners and Cowboys

teams. Choose Roger Staubach, Troy Aikman, Emmitt

Smith, Tony Dorsett, "Too Tall" Jones, Joe Montana, Dwight

Clark, Ronnie Lott and many more. Make your subs, call

your plays and watch the game come to life with real NFL

footage all from the comfort of your armchair.

At the coin toss, decide whether to

receive or delend.

In addition to watching the action,

you get prompts about the last play's

outcome.

Touchdown!

^^>Sr£SS&
Choices. Wa*e W</rWay

c)l0/ce
""j
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Follow Hie scoreboard-style anima-

tions for Interceptions, fumbles and

two-minute warnings.

Keep track ot your stats with the

Stats Screen.

Substitute quarterbacks tram the

Nlners and Cowboys Hall of Fame.

Mil real zest and an added challenge

lo your coaching experience with the

Scenario option.
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The Fighters

WARM-UP
Get close. Closer than you've ever been. So close that you

see the spit fly when you land an uppercut on your oppo-

nent's beefy chin. Prize Fighter from Sega Sports for the

Sega CD is a one-player title, with save feature, that puts

you right in the center of the ring— in an all iive-action,

intensely real, movie-style main event. You control the

action in this first-person point of view, ground-breaking

boxing title. The bouts in this Digital Pictures production

were staged by Ron Stein, the same choreographer who
directed the fight scenes in the classic boxing movie Rag-

ing Bull and the Rocky films. Compatible with both three-

and six-button controllers, this massive two-disc game will

floor you. Literally.

Mama Said
Knock
You Out

Playing in first-person perspective,

you absorb the sights and sounds

of the crowded, noisy, smoke-filled

arena. Your gloves are in front of

you...and so is your first opponent.

Throw a jab. See it connect...in

close-up. . .as your opponent's head

snaps back. Hear him growl as he

comes back for more. He gives

you a right hook. You may just

take it and find yourself down on

the mat— looking up at the ref as

he gives you the count. Your train-

er, cornerman and bucketboy offer

you advice and a little water, swab

the blood off your face and send

you back out there. As The Kid,

you are up against four of the

meanest skull crackers to ever trod

the canvas. Earn your way up the

ranks. Gain enough Power Points

to survive, then start your quest

for the World Championship Belt.

In addition to the four fighters,

your crew and the round-card girls,

Prize Fighter stars two of the boxing

worlds greats. The announcer is the

forever-dapper Michael "Let's get

ready to rumble!" Buffer and the ref

is the legendaryJudo Gene LeBell.

Prize fighters interaction and real-

ism extends beyond the fight action

to the audience and fans— the boy

on crutches, the mafioso, the vari-

ous hecklers and even the woman

who wants you to call her...if you

win. Hear the crowd, watch the

story unfold, go for the belt. Prize

fighter puts you close. So close

that you are part of the game.

HOT HINTS
• Use the Training Mode to learn

your openings with each fighter.

• Put lots of your Power Points In

your left hand.

</ Don't swing when your opponent

dances. Tou'll wear yoursell

out early.

lOO

1/ Weave and bob left and right

against lunges. Block against

Hurries ol labs.

• Beat each boxer at least two or

three times before attempting to

move up in the ranks.

Sega Visions»Fe

At 190 pounds and 703 Power Points,

Honeyboy Hernandez Is the weakest

fighter. He drops his fists and leads

with his chin and mouth. He may be

inexperienced, but he's gonna school

you with his blows and attitude plenty

before you team to beat him.

Weighing in at 209 pounds and 1,43

Power Points, Mega Joe Falco is

known as the Sultan ol Smash. He's

a southpaw (lefty) and may take

some different strategy to beat. Gel

some points from Honeyboy before

even trying Mega Joe.

|
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T.REX

At 245 pounds and 2,974 Power

Points, T. Rex Hawkins is known as

the Jurassic Predator. He's not fast,

but he makes up lor It with smashing

blows. He backs up straight, offers

you a chance lor a good right and

spins one hand before nailing you

with the other.

Nuke "The Duke" Johnson Is the

champ and weighs in at 228 pounds

and 5,312 Power Points. Vou must

defeat T. Rex before you can even see

him. His flurries are seriously punish-

ing. His speed Is astounding. Be ready

with plenty of Power Points or youT

have no chance. Once you get in a left

repeat it often and quickly.



The Moves

To iab left hit Button A; to jab right

lap Button C.

Deliver an uppercut by holding the

D-Button Down and hitting Button A

lor left or button C for right.

For hooks to the head, press the D-

Botlon Dp and hit Button A for a right

anil Button C lor a left

Bob your way past lunges by tapping

the D-Button Left or Bight.

To hook to the body, press the D-But

ion Left or Right and hit Button A for

lilt and Button B lor right.

To Block with both hands hold Button

B. To Block with an individual hand,

press the D-Button Left or Right while

holding Button B.

Power Points

Distribute your Power Points at this

screen. Keep enough stamina to take

some hits and put the majority ol

your power in your left.

You get 25 Power Points for every

knockdown (including KO) in a win-

ning fight. Try to place enough power

in your hands to bring down your

opponent a couple ol times each

round without scoring a KO until the

end of the third.

Vou receive two Power Points for

every punch you land in the bouts

you win. As you become more pow-

erful, pad your stamina and lower

your punch power to go the whole

three rounds and get in the most

hits possible.

There's a 100-Power Point bonus for

beating each opponent for the first

time. Get it

The Players

This is your trainer looking down at These girls let the audience know
you on the canvas. He's just decided the round number and get excited

that you'll live. Try not to see him w tien you win.

from this angle too often.

Michael Butler announces your win.

That's your purpose— either get in

more hits than the other guy or hit

him 'til he falls down.

A couple ol the folks you meet during

your career placing a wager that

you'll lose. Guess what? The odds

are 1 u-lo-1 against you. Mess up

their day by winning.
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WARM-UP

Deliver an Atomic Drop to your eyes and ears with World

WrestlingFederation Rage in the Cage for the Sega CD
from Arena. This one- or two-player bodyslam-fest pits 20
superstars from the World Wrestling Federation against

each other in One Fall, Brawl, Tournament and Steel Cage
matches so you can determine once and for all who is the

ultimate matman. Between the state-of-the-art digital video

and the great CD audio, the outstanding wrestling action

shines brighter than ever. For use with three- or six-button

controllers, World Wrestling Federation Rage in the Cage
sends you on your search for the World Wrestling Federa-

tion Championship Beit— wrestling's most coveted award.

wwoiid Wrestling Federation

Rage in the Cage has four types of

matches. The One Fall is a straight

one-on-one for two wrestlers that

lasts until the first pin. Brawl is a

no-holds-barred, referee-less blast

that allows everything from chokes

to eye gouges. Tournament lets you

choose a wrestler and take him up

against 19 other brawlers to win the

Belt. Steel Cage Match locks you

and another wrestler inside a steel

cage— the winner is the first out

in an anything goes match.

Each of the 20 wrestlers has his

own special move. Irwin R Schys-

ter (IRS) has his Write-Oli, Macho

Man Randy Savage does his Flying

Elbow Smash, The Undertaker

takes out opponents with his

Tombstone Piledriver and Tatanka

shakes things up with his Reverse

Fallaway Slam. As you grind your

way through tire Grapples, go for a

Bodyslam or a Headbutt. After you

slam your opponent onto the mat,

blitz him with an Elbowdrop or a

Big Splash. From the lumbuckle go

aerial with a Clothesline or a Jtt
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HOT HINTS
Leaving the ring during a match is

illegal. Do II anyway and then use

illegal moves to keep your oppo-

nent outside past the 10-count.

</ Control your opponent in a Grap-

ple by hitting any Button as last as

possible, il your opponent appears

to dominate, press Button A

repeatedly.

• It your opponent gets too far away

during a Cage Match, try lor an

exit. Vou may have time and get

the win.

• Vou can get oil a bunch ol Stomps

while your opponent Is on the mal

• When a wrestler runs at you,

throw him with a Hip-Toss by hit-

ting Button B just before impact.

The intro otters spectacular live-

action digital footage ol wrestling's

greats.

Die Player Cards show each

wrestler's stats and personal into.

Hit Button A to see a live-action, dig-

itized version ol that fighter doing

his Special Move.

You can wear out your opponent

faster by mixing in simple moves

like this Punch. Punch anytime by

pressing Button B while both fighters

are standing.

_
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To deliver a Big Splash or an Elbow-

drop, hit Button B while standing over

a prone (flat on the mall opponent

Go lor the pin while your opponent is

down by hitting Buttons A and B.

Press any Button to hold (he pin tor

the three-count.

11 ~ IH

.

__.

As you gain control In a Grapple, hit

Buttons B and C IV on a six-button)

io deliver 3 Suplex.

Another effective move from the

Grapple is the Headbutt. Try it by

pressing Button C.

Vou can really wear down your

opponent with these vicious Stomps.

The Wotid Wrestling Federation* ana its logo arc registered tiaemarts

ol TilanStJorts. Inc. ©] 3eel ITtettSiiorts. Inc Hulk Hogan™ Hurfca-

eej1B,1
'and Hultstef" ate trademarks ei Matvei Entertainment Grout

Inc.. licensed exclusively to TilanSports, Inc AH other distinctly crar-

aclei names lilies, logos and likenesses used herein are nadtmatte el

TitanSrwns. Inc S1993 TiianSpmts, Inc. All Rights Reserved



BA Action '94 weighs in at

a massive 16 megs with battery

back-up to save your full season of

stats and standings through the

NBA finals. All 27 real teams, NBA

players, logos and stats are here for

authentic pro basketball action. A

fantastic basketball Hall of Fame

team option puts you in control of

30 all-time greats from over the

years— hall-of-famers like Jerry

West, John Havlicek, Dr. J. and

Pistol Pete Maravich. Hear Marv

Alberts trademark "What a move!"

and "Count it, and the foul!" Use

the Role Play feature to play as

your favorite basketball star. The

mulriplayer options are manifold

—one against computer, player

against player, two-player co-op,

two players vs. one player, three-

player co-op, three vs. one, two

against two and four- or five-

player co-operative. Any way you

play it...it's real NBA Action

and its hot!

J
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Die Today's Game screen shows

you the team averages so you can

determine your strengths and

weaknesses.

Pass to the open player and take Mm
op the court with a speed burst on a

last break.

WARM-UP
Rip the cords with all the great NBA shooters in NBA Action

'94 for the Genesis from Sega Sports. This riveting one- to

five-player (with the Team Player adapter) b-ball cart gives

you four fast-breaking game modes—NBA Exhibition, Sea-

son, Playoffs and NBA Finals. Listen to the lively color com-

mentary from Marv Albert, the voice of the NBA on NBC.

This totally up-to-date game lets you play the real 1993-94

NBA schedule with opening game rosters—Includes rook-

ies like Webber, Mashburn and Bradley. Actual digitized

player animations bring you every tomahawk jam, back-

door pass and cross-

over dribble. With two

different player sizes,

blocks and speed

bursts, your fast

break will never be

the same again.

Use the Instant Replay leature to see

your spectacular moves again.
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Keep track of each player's points

and personal touts on the fly with the

listing at the bottom of the screen.

^sSsfgZssf

Tap Button C at the top ol the shooter's

release to swish those free throws.

Take a player who's open to the net

and slam!

HOT HINTS
There are true player stats, so If

a playei is particularly good at

three-pointers, he'll shoot them

well in the game.

• Use the speed burst on a fast

break.

The rets will call fouls, so be

careful going for steals.

Pass to (he open man.

For enhanced payability, use a

six-button controller.
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I his option-rich game lets you

choose to race in Arcade and

Grand Prix modes, set your diffi-

culty level from Easy to Hard, and

decide the number of laps you

wish to race and the circuit you

want to take on. Grand Prix

mode challenges you to

eight races against the

worlds top Fl drivers to

become the F1A Formula

One World Champion. In Arcade

mode, you can hone your racing

strategy in eight qualifying rounds

where your goal is to meet (or

beat!) a finishing position to con-

tinue the competition.

Winning at Fl racing is i

much strategy as it is keeping the

accelerator to the floor. Fortunate-

ly, Formula 1 Game Gear gives you

a solid test of the real thing, with

simulations of Grand Prix tracks,

pit stops and computer competi-

tion that tries to edge you from the

inside track. Get a grip on Fl rac-

ing as good as it gets on the

small screen!

Formula 1 Game Gear simulates

each Grand Prix track so you get the

teel ol the real thing, even when

you're heading up an incline.

The qualifying round in Grand Prix

mode pits you against the

clock...and other racers,..to get the

pole position in the race to come.

Drafting off the lead car until you can

pass is strategically smart..but

potentially dangerous, inch too close

and you'll clip him, sustaining dam-

age and losing time.

in Arcade mode, you choose from

eight tough Grand Prix tracks across

the globe.

ITAt IAK
Si C RAND PRIX

TARG ET
r lMSHIhtPOSITION

You must place at least eighth in

Arcade mode's first qualifying round

to continue the competition. You

need to better your finishing position

in each successive round.

WARM-UP
Feel the need for speed. ..to go? Topping out at 200 miles

per hour, the high-tech racing machine you command in For-

mula 1 Game Gear is enough to give any racing-sim fan his

fill. Formula 1 from Domark lets you experience the thrills

of professional Fl racing in one-player mode, or against a
friend in a two-player Gear-to-Gear contest. Like the Gene-

sis version, this game offers smooth, responsive control of

your race car— so important in racing sims. It also lets

you customize your mean machine to maximize perfor-

mance on eight of the sport's toughest circuits.

Cut to the inside track to gain an

edge. Seconds count in the qualify-

ing rounds!

Be ready for the green light. The map

in the lower left tracks your position

and keeps you apprised of upcoming

hairpins and straightaways.

Pit in when the on-screen indicator

flashes.

HOT HINTS
• Your race car's Wings provide

downlorce, which helps keep your

car on the track. On twisting

tracks with lots of hairpins, set

your Wings at 60 degrees lor max

downlorce.

• Set your Gears option to Manual if

you really want to test your dri-

ving prowess.

• Soil Tires grip the road better but

wear out faster than Hard Tires.

• Choose the High Power Engine to

hit top speed on circuits with

straightaways.

• Hit your top speed in the straight-

aways, but be alert to hair-raising

hairpins just ahead. You get only

one chance to win.

©1 993 Domark Group tto. All rights

reserved. An official product of FIA.
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other
game

Sit- 2k

You get the best power in the league: 16 meg

ROM with 1/4 meg RAM. 26 authentic big league

ballparks. The real 162 game season; including

the all-star game and the series. The ability to

create and edit your own teams and team logos-

even to save games and seasons. Your own

"home run derby." Pro calibre "team effort" de-

fense. Accurate stats that are updated and stored

for the entire year. VCR-like instant replays

that can be saved to your personal highlight reel.
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W Michaels
"""""8 broadcaster
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Al Michaels Announces Hardball III is a trademark of Accolade, Inc. Licensed by Sega Enterprises Ltd. for play on the

3™ Genesis™ System. Sega and Genesis are trademarks of Sega Enterprises Ltd. © 1993 Accolade, Inc. All rights reserved.



GENESIS

With 1 6 megs of events like the

Giant Slalom, Bob Sleigh and Ski

Jumping, you can't go wrong. To

make your Olympic experience as

authentic as possible, the game

was designed using the actual

blueprints of each venue in fJT
Lillehammer. =

0=13.46

On a liny toboggan with two steel

blades, traveling at breakneck

speeds... don't take the turns loo

high or it'll be all over.

GAME GEAR

Compete in the full Olympics or

select any number of events for a

mini-Olympics. Have a go at the

extreme speeds of Downhill racing,

the combination of Downhill and

Giant Slalom— die Super G, the

excitement of the Luge and fly

through the air with Ski Jumping.

Any way you play it, the Writer

Olympic Games may be the most

watched spotting event in the

world this year, but when it's over,

you'll still have il to go on

your Game Gear.

WARM-UP
L
With all the excitement of the Winter Olympics Games
happening in Lillehammer, Norway, this February and the

'transmission to more than 2 billion viewers via satellite,

what better time to play Winter Olympic Games on your

Genesis from U.S. Gold? For one to four players (with two-

player simultaneous available), this game features 10 dif-

ferent exciting Olympic events in eight possible languages

and even plays the winning countries' national anthems!

WARM-UP
Take your enjoyment of the best competition in the world

portable with Winter Olympic Games for the Game Gear

from U.S. Gold. This one- to four-player game lets you take

on 10 of the hottest snow-melting events from the Winter

Olympics. With eight different languages, including Span-

ish and French, this game offers itself nicely to the grow-

ing multilingual market.

n 4
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Go for speed and the best time in

Downhill Racing.

The taster your start at the top of the

hill, in the Bob Sleigh (that's bobsled

to you) event, the better your time.

In Moguls competition, go as last as

possible, straight-line down the

mountain and perform aerial tricks.

t-

In the Ski Jumping competition, both

distance and style counl Just don't

land with your skis crossedl

The endurance ol cross-country ski-

ing and precision of marksmanship

are required to win the gold in this

event.

Time your take-off for the best dis-

tance in the Ski Jump.

Stay tight on the inside of the short

track in Speed Skating.
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ley, VizKidz! This issue is jam-packed wiH^thelgJ^fT greatest

games— just for kids. Genesis gamers should cnScKout Goofy's

Hysterical History Tour; Belle's Quest and Roar of the Beast, the

two-game set based on Beauty and the Beast; Tom and Jerry in

Frantic Antics; Bubble and Super Model. And don't miss our Sneak

in Cagey CapersVra:

ie that will make you fe

Peek at Sylvesterand Tweety in Cagey CapersVtast-paced

action/adventure Genesis game that will mate you feel like you're

watching the cartoon! For the Game Gear, we've got hint-packed

reviews of Deep Duck Trouble starring Donald Duck and Jungle

Book (Look for Jungle Book this summer.)

$$M>W9M
Bubs/s Back with Double Trouble!

Q: Whafs three times big-

ger, three times bolder and

has three times more

bounce per ounce than

Bubsy Bobcat?

A: Three Bubsys! Actually,

ifs Bubsy Bobcat and two

little Bubsy sidekicks, the

Bubsy Twins— Terry and

Terry— who join their

uncle Bubsy in his sec-

ond video-game adven

ture for the Genesis.

Looks like Bubsy II will

have five worlds to

romp in and a bunch

of mini-games to play.

Our hero Bubsy will

also have more chal-

lenges than a poor

bobcat should have

to face -like swim-

ming Iwhen was the

last time you gave

your cat a bath?). Buds Rogers

108

Way Cool!
Whafs the way-coolest haircut? The raddest way to dress? Which

band is bad to the bone? Tell us who you think is tops in sports, TV,

movies.. .or make up your own list!

Send your list of Way Cool! winners and a photo of your class to

VizKidz! Be sure to include your grade, your teacher's name and

your school's name, city and state.

Battte of the Classes - Part I

Who said all kids think alike? Two classes at Neil Armstrong Elemen-

tary School in San Ramon, California, sent us their Way Cool! lists to

prove that kids of different ages may hang out on the same play-

ground, but what they're talking about is worlds apart!

Check out what the kids in Mr. Goldberg's combined class of

third- and fourth-graders thought was way cool. Next issue, we'll

show you how Mrs. Monteith's class of fourth-graders voted. Same

school, same playground...way different answers!

SonicSoinballisatthe

head ol their class, sav

the tfilrt- and lourtti-

graders id ft.

Goldberg's class at

Neil Armstrong

Elementary School,

San Ramon,

California.

Sega Visions*! ebiuani/Hincli 1994

Best TVShow
Best Cartoon

Best Genesis Game
Best Athlete

^""teMQtePersonofiy
Fdyw*e remote Personality

BestLunch

w°y Cod Saying

The Simpsons

RenandStimpy

Sonic Spinball

Barry Bonds

Tom Cruise

Whitney Houston

Pizza

"Not!"
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Use beds, lamps and springs for a

higher jump.

A^fter all these years, that poor puddy cat, Sylvester, is still after

sweet little Tweety Bird! TecMagik brings your favorite Looney Tunes

cartoon to life in Sylvester and Tweety in Cagey Capers on the

Genesis. All your favorite characters from the Sylvester and Tweety

Bird cartoons are here in eight big, levels of fun. Sylvester and

Tweety in Cagey Capers is so cartoonlike, you'll think you're watch-

ing the show rather than playing the game! Silly Puddy Cat!

Sylvester and Tweety in Cagey Copers can be tough, with lots

of twists and turns to keep you guessing. But it also has a handy

difficulty meter that lets you choose the difficulty between 1% and

100% IhoWs that for choices?!).

Use the boxing gloves to take on—
and take out— the big bad bulldog.

Sega Visions»Februari|/rlan:li 1994

ssrs*"**

Use Ihe pogo stick to get a claw u

on things!

Forget about taking a catnap in the

kitty basket!

Use the Tweety Cam to find Tweety

anywhere on a level.

L00N€Y TUNES, ctiaracteis. names and all related indiciaare

trademarks ot Warner Bros. © 1993.
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bive alone in the jungle with a

laid-back bear for a pal, a black

panther for a guardian.. .and a

deadly tiger for a sworn enemy?

Yeah, you can handle it! Journey

outside the safety of your back-

yard and into the wilds of the

Jungle Book for Game Gear

from Virgin Interactive Entertain-

ment. This rollicking, one-player

game lets you play as Mowgli

the Man Cub in a big 10-level

jungle adventure. All the wild

animal friends and foes from the

popular Disney movie are here

to help...and hinder...you on

your journey across the danger-

ous jungle to the village. Plus

Jungle Book has the jazzy tunes

from the movie soundtrack

—

good vine-swingin' tunes that

put you in the jungle groove.

\3rSsS5S"

You have a different goal in

each level, such as finding eight

hidden gems and searching out

Bagheere before you reach the

final leveL.and your battle with

Shere Khan. Levels are timed at

nine minutes each, but thafs

plenty of time to travel the maze-

like levels. Jungle Book has

difficulty settings from Easy to

Hard, so try an easier setting if

you find you keep running out

of time or lives.

Go for more than just the

"bear necessities" of life with

Jungle Book Join King Louie

the Ape's appeal to Mowgli the

Man Cub: "I want to be

like you-u-u-u!"

jump <«> to1""

sM-mo.li.

I^5tf«™£

jump on *« Cotteo«ieM
sMKe - «eapon.

© The Walt Disney Company,
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1555553-

1

1 jumplwW

• rou have unlimited bananas (or
ammo.

» Host oi the animals in the jungle
are unfriendly.

• Shoot at bunches of bananas. They
contain nower-uos and goodies.

• The Boomerang is a formidable
weapon, it flies at different angles
to take out enemies.

• Beware ol monkeys in trees. When
you loss bananas at them, they will

drop to me ground and charge.

•Stay out of the water!

wshooiwn1.

Hen a ride with thfesHJwSnT

riveuime your jumps so you stay

cracodiletohelpyoui S„g

„^closed mouth, thenMl*, iH^^iinmm snack
l
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You can choose to start in any ol the

four areas on Amulet Island— the

Volcano, The Jungle, The Valley and

The Inlet.

«*

Get set to sizzle and burn from the

Red Hot Chili Pepper! Your tempo-

rary superspeed knocks all enemies

off screen.

0&TO)
DoffiUDuck

•r^cursed amulet, an ancient treasure map, an adventure-filled

diary.. .and a miserly uncle puffed up like a float at a Christmas Day

parade? Sounds like the ingredients for action, fun and trouble

—

Deep Duck Trouble

Deep Duck Trouble starring Donald Duck is a one-player Game
Gear action/adventure romp from Sega that makes fowl play fun.

You play as Donald in a six-level adventure that takes you to mysteri-

ous Amulet Island. Uncle Scrooge found a cursed amulet that bloat-

ed him up as big as a blimp. Using Scrooge's diary, you must retrace

his steps and return the amulet, while finding a magical item in each

of four areas of the island. Only after clearing the first four rounds can

you use the magic items to cause a mystical shrine to appear. Each

area has multiple levels and dangers from both carnivorous critters

and treacherous terrain. Only you can save Uncle Scrooge from a

fate worse than the Hindenburg's!

> Jump on enemies to stun them

or Pounce them off Hie screen.

• Rocks serve many purposes.

Jump on them and kick them to

stun or get rid of enemies and

to open up trunks and vines.

Before you kick a rock, jump on

it to see if you need it to reach

higher platforms.

• Kick open all the chests you

can find.

• Press the D-Button Down to

check out areas below you.

> Be careful when you kick

crates while looking for good-

ies and power-ups. Some will

ricochet back and hurt you.

> in The Inlet your diving equip-

ment gives you unlimited air.

©The WaK Disney Company
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Throw lire football al enemies thai

shoot at you from a distance.

Take the high road lor bonus items

and to avoid enemies.

you think you're a tough gamer, get frantic with Tom and Jerry:

Frantic Antics from Hi Tech Expressions. This thumb-bruising game is

kinda like a wolf in sheep's clothing: The cute, furry characters are

cloaking game play with some mighty big teeth.

Tom and Jerry: Frantic Antics is a one- or two-player Genesis

action romp that takes the famous cat and mouse duo through 11

tough levels packed with twists, turns, traps and puzzles. With car-

toon-like graphics and non-stop run and jump action, this game is

like a Tom and Jerry cartoon come to life!

Fair warning, kids: There isn't a difficulty select option. You may

want an older bro or sister or your mom or dad to help you figure out

some of the tighter jams. Or go it alone to give yourself a pure

thumb-pumping challenge, and get a little frantic, too. But remem-

ber, .ifs only a game!

It may take a couple of tries to get

of the bonus areas safely.

Take a long running start to jump

over the bottomless ditches.

Steeeortim8
*'

Btt\M4<
iesM,<!

BR-—""

Vrte units'-

SjjjJ^WTs • F e rj i u a ry / M a r c h 1934

stay on.

© 1 993 Turner Entertainment Co. and Telefilm-Essen GmbH. Al Rights Reserved
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Keep touching the Goof Cube until it

stops releasing Gootballs.

Jump on this wheel and pick up

some speed! Hit the Jump Button to

clear barriers and reach balloons.

istory as a wild and wacky, fun-filled adventure? You bet!

Especially when Goofy is your guide through the adventurous annals

of time. Goof/s Hysterical History Tour from Absolute Entertainment

is a one-player Genesis game that takes you back to prehistoric

times through the days of the Wild West with Goofy.

Goof/s Hysterical History Tour has three difficulty settings, from

Simple to Pretty Darn Hard!, so everyone can take a fun-filled histori-

cal walk with Goofy.

Slow down before you fly off the end

ot this guy's nose.

Vou can deposit some ol your Goof-

balls In the Goofball Funnel for bonus

points. Press the D-Bulton Down

while standing near the Funnel to

drop one In.

This fellow with the red hat really

flips his lid for you. Jump on his

head and he'll send you soaring.

L^Hf? I

t ;-'/ st_ ,

There Is a yellow Goof Cube lust

below you. Release and land on It

and you'll find a GOOF sitting on the

hill that will fully restore your power.

Grab the Boxing Glove. You'll need it

to beat Pete's nasty prehistoric rela-

tive. Press Button A to select the

Boxing Glove attachment.

To get rid ot Caveman Pete, use a

combination of jumps and punches.

*f^ '^! W(¥'MjhttB'

> Vou can punch enemies with the

different attachments on the

Extend-O-Hand.

> Jump on gray thunderclouds

and the Blue Gool Cubes with

the yellow stars to reach

higher platforms, but be quick

about it!

> Dragooffies and kites make

cool rides.

> vou can't hurt frogs. Jump over

them.

> Switch to the Boxing Glove or

your stronger attachments

before you tight the level bosses.

SSkMtwM screen

information.
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©The Walt Disney Company
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Belle's Quest

Belle's Quest lets you play as the

beautiful, brainy Belle. This is a think-

ing person's game, with

four levels of problem

solving, strategy and

adventure. Figure it all

out, and you'll meet the

Beast of your dreams.

Boys and girls get the best of both worlds with Beauty and the Beast,

the cool two-game set from SunSoft that lets you play as Belle or as the

Beast. Based on Disney's popular animated feature, Beauty and the Beast

consists of Belle's Quest and Roar of the Beast If you like problem

solving and figuring out clues, try Belle's Quest If you want to experience

the fearsome power of the hideous-looking Beast, take up the Roar of the

Beast. Each game has something for everyone!

This one-player game is beastly

hard! With no difficulty settings,

you've got to tough it out

through 10 levels filled

with enemies that

attack from all sides.

How's that for tough?

Be sure to talk to the Pumpkin

Farmer. Write down what he says.

> Talk to all the villagers. Some

have valuable information and

helpful clues.

'» When birds fly by, either dock

down or jump over them lo

avoid them.

* Pick up books that you And on

the ground. They will add to

your energy gauge.

» Avoid the servants when you're

exploring the West Wing of the

Beast's castle. They'll send

you back to the start.

Use the Roar when you're facing mul-

tiple enemies. Press Button C and they

will be momentarily stunned. Swipe at

them while they're frozen.

Don't miss the Violet Grapes sitting

on the window.

• Stay upright so you're ready to

swipe at enemies. Vou move

slower upright, but your arms

are powerful.

• Enemies attack from different

directions.

• Take your time and move

slowly. Make your enemies

come to you...and be ready

for them.

•Stay away from the Deadly

Nightshade. Us poison will sap

your energy bar.

• Use your ferocious Roar to stun

enemies long enough to swipe

at them. Vou have a limited

number of Roars.

Sega Visions'Feoruarq/March 1994
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H^*^ Super Model
i Tech Expressions lets girls take over the control pad from their bros

VlZKlDZ VlZKlDZ V4ZK

with a title that has "For Girls Only" stamped all over it. Barbie Super Model

is a one- or two-player game with a little something for everybody who's

into the Barbie doll craze.

There's a Free Flay mode for one player, and Super Model and Junior

Model modes for one or two players. Next time your best friend asks you to

play Barbies, take out your Genesis and show her the newest high-tech ver-

sion on the block!

ho is hip, sly and ultra-cool.. .but black and white? Fido Dido, that's

who! You've seen him on Saturday morning TV and in magazine ads, but

now he's appearing regularly on your Genesis in fido Dido (pronounced

Fydo Deedol from Kaneko.

You'll have a fun time exploring each area in this six-level game, but

you must use your cool to piece together the puzzle to make it out the exit.

A handy password feature lets you pick up where you left off. Like its hero,

fido Dido is way cool, and definitely unpredictable!

Restyle Barbie's blonde locks in lots

of fun ways. Big earrings, matching

lipstick and nail polish, and mascara

complete the Super Model look.

Check out Barbie's closet in Free

Play. Change the colors ot her

clothes and shoes, or keep changing

outfits. Dress up is tun!

Barbie spends a day at the beach

rollerblading. Watch out for joggers,

beach balls and Irisbees!

Pointers for

Parents
Free Play is just what it

sounds like.

' The point is to just have fun

grubbing through Barbie's

closet and trying out her

make-up mirror.

Test your memory. ..and your

reflexes...by playing the

Junior Model and Super

Model games in two-player

mode with your child. Spark

your child's creative, fashion

and partem recognition skills

by styling Barbie's dress and

make-up.

Practice Barbie's runway

moves several times. You'll

be tested on them later in

the game.

Fido Dido's thought balloons hint at : Pick up money icons al the carnival

objects you need to use. : to buy a ticket to the Hall of Mirrors.

ggggf^"

IWio!?*

In the Genesis level, jump into the

flying saucer lor a quick game of

Space Invaders!

.. .. ,.
,
yx. . .< '-

,,
' .'. ....... ..,

""** IgfB
• Snap Fido Dido's fingers to

open doors and pick up items.

• fou have a limited cool meter.

• fou can't lump very high. If a

bonus item is out of reach,

jump on something nearby to

reach it.

• Avoid the shark In the artist's

nightmare level.

©1 985. 1 986, 1 987. 1 988 Fido Dido, Inc.

Licensed by USF Inc.
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rubble and Squeak ^^ J from SunSoft gives you 25 lev-

els of obstacle-filled fun and high ™ adventure on the Genesis. This

game is a constant race against the clock, with Bubble and Squeak

searching for a Shoot-Em-Up icon before the water level on each level

rises to the top. Easy and fun game play make Bubble and Squeak a

treat hard to resist. And the difficulty select mode makes it easy for

gamers of all ages to share in the fun!

everyone's favorite scaled super-agent is back for his third thrilling

adventure on the Genesis. James Pond 3 Operation Starfish by

Electronic Arts pits James against his arch-enemy, Dr. Maybe, and

the evil forces ofJAWS. Over 100 (yes, 100!) obstacle-filled levels

challenge you. A handy password feature helps you pick up where

you left off. The 100+ levels don't daunt super-agent James, and they

shouldn't daunt you. It just means thai much more fun!

Baa-"*

Jump over the birds and shoot them

with your stars before they shoot you.

Sundaes and cupcakes are good lor

you! Eat up!

It's OK to go Into the water. Just

remember to come up lor air.

Shoot the gold button to activate the

lilting platform.

You have only three lives and

three hearts per life, but there

are lots of extra hearts and

lives In every level.

Pick up and move Flower Pots

and Springs to help you reach

higher spots.

» Turn on the lava flow to keep

down the rising water level.

» Squeak can't go everywhere

Bubble goes, so look for paths

they both can use.

Take a look ahead by pressing

the D-Button Up or Down.

In between levels, you must

defeat the Kat of Nine Tails In a

last-moving mini-game.

Jump into trees to release a bunch

of hidden coins.

Gravity's just a concept on the moon.

Run in, around and upside-down!

You can carry only one bonus ilem at

a time. Don't carry the bomb too long

or it'll blow up in your lace!

Control your speed going downhill

by pressing the D-Button in the oppo-

site direction.

Pointers

for Parents
There are three possible

endings.

» Secret bonuses are hidden

everywhere. Jump, punch and

run Into everything— even

empty air— to activate them.

Dead-ends are realty cleverly

disguised puzzles that require

player creativity and ingenuity.

Look for hidden blocks and

other items that will help you

out of the jam.

• Not every level must be

completed to reach Dr. Maybe
for the final showdown.

• Use the proximity scanner on

the thruster pack to find Dr.

Maybe's secret hideout.

• Find ogent finnius Frog.
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J

IdgHrfUad LS (NO PURCHASE NECESSARY).
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Two ways to enter:

1) Entry forms available on Happy Meal bag, or 2) On a 3" x 5" card, print your name, complete address,

telephone number(s), age, sex and mail to: McDonald's/SEGA's Sonic The Hedgehog 3 Sweepstakes,

P.O. Box 4035, Beverly Hills, CA 9021 3-4035. One entry per envelope, mailed separately. Must be

received by March 15, 1994. Drawing on or about April 15, 1994.

Sweepstakes rules and details available at participating McDonald's. Allow up to 12 weeks for delivery.

Void where prohibited. Must be a resident of the U.S. (including Puerto Rico and Guam) or Canada

(excluding Quebec Province).

Safety tested for children age 3 and over.

CAUTION: May contain small parts.

Not intended for children under 3. ASK ABOUT
SPECIAL TOYS FOR KIDS UNDER 3.

The following Irademarks are owned by McDonald's Corporation: McDonald's Happy Meal, Ronaid and the Golden Arches logo. ©1993 McDonald's Corporation McD#93-065 FC#MCDY-526
Printed in the United States ol America. Sega. Genesis. Sonic The Hedgehog and all related characters and indicia are trademarks of SEGA. ©1994 SEGA. All Rights Reserved.



HAS

JOBS
THE

THE BEST JOBS
NEED THE BEST PEOPLE
If you have a degree in marketing and product manage-

ment experience, or experience in product development

of computer or video games, Sega wants to talk to you.

Sega is one of the fastest growing, most successful

companies in the world. We are searching for top talent in

the areas of marketing and product development. If you

have the experience, and want to work in a dynamic,

exciting environment, send your resume to us today.

You never know, you could end up with one of the

best jobs in the world.

Sega of America is proud to be an Equal Opportunity Employer, dedicated to affirmative action. We fully support the ADA and will respond to requests for special accommodation.

Send your resume and any other pertinent information to:

Sega of America

Department SV 1231

P.O. Box 5188

Redwood City, CA 94063

Please, qualified applicants only.

You must be 18 years or older to apply.



TOTALLY IQIDO WHEflE SONIC THE HEDGEHOG FANG CflN CHECH DU

THE LATEST AND GHEflTEST SUPER SONIC GERfl!

Get a Grip

you d be smart to keepapafrof
Son^deoGameGbvesKt
ted as you cm.se through «|

leather palm deslfflgiveA
Potenuaho

Play as f^tJyou

me

*e Mdeo Game Gloves for hfaf^rdm& battln& boatfflg_t
&

M goes on!
6

1'ailaWe in all sizes and »,-

Follow the
Bouncing Ball
Hold on to your hats! One of the
hottest balls has bounced its waymo the marketplace. The Sonic
The Hedgehog Game Ball captures
Some in his world-famous super-
fining position. On top of that
ioracs way-cool quills provide krds
with an excellent grip

AraHaWe almost ma/or retail

Party On,
Sonic!

It's party time— Sonic-style. How

about sending Sonic invitations to

a few of your favorite mends? You

can have Sonic cups. Sonic nap-

kins, Sonic table covers, Sonic

party hats and Sonic loot bags for

all your guests...now you just have

to come up with a reason to have a

party.

Available at WalmarU-lflart,

Target, and other major retail

stores.

Trade Sonic
With Your
Friends

Now that Sonic has achieved leg-

endary status in the video game
world, this 72-card collection is a
must. Each package contains four
cards and four stickers. Learn excit-
ing tips and hints about the games
and the characters, or get them to
hold on to -they're moving fast so
you'd better hurry!

Available at most major retail and
card stores.
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Goofy's arch-rival, Pete, has sabotaged the exhibits at the Ludwig Von Drake History Museum! Armed only with

the trusty Extend-O-Hand, Goofy blunders off on a wild trip through time to set things right! From Prehistory

to the Wild West, Goofy'e Hysterical History Tour is the rowdiest Sega™ Genesis™ adventure ever! Can Goofy

save the museum and history as we know it all in the same night?

Hurry—he'll need your help!

Sir.
pete

carted*''
11

*6«<^l"J&«ifl P

Wagon Train Donald rides again!

Goofy's pals are on hand to help

him on his historic trek!

**£***
to keep -"

Ittt*

©The Wall Disney Company. Sega. Genesis and Sega Seal ol Quality

The Videogame Rating Council, its rat.ng system symbols and indi

Published by Absolute Entenainmem, Inc.. 10 Mounlainyiew Road. Suile 300 South. Upper Saddle Rivet, NJ

se the t



POWER SHOPPING
SEGA PRODUCTS DIRECT TO YOUR HOME!

S3
»*,

CARTRIDGES
GENESIS

Alisia Dragoon
Arnold Palmer Golf

Buster Douglas Boxing
California Games
Columns
Cyborg Justice

Fatal Labyrinth

Galaxy Force II

Ghostbusters
Ghouls 'n Ghosts

Golden Axe
Greendog
Holyfield Boxing
Jewel Master

Joe Montana II Football

Kid Chameleon
Last Battle

Mickey Mouse Castle of Illusion

MLBPA Sports Talk Baseball

Pat Riley Basketball

Phantasy Star II

Phantasy Star III

Revenge of Shinobi

Shadow Dancer

Shining in the Darkness

6 games in 1 sw (Menacer not incl) 39.95

Spider-Man 58.25

Streets of Rage 58.25

Super Monaco GP 1 32.50

Sword of Vermilion 58.25

Taz-Mania 54.95

Tommy Lasorda Baseball 32.50

Truxton 45.00

Twin Cobra 46.50

Wonder Boy in Monster World 59.95

$19.99
32.50

19.99

53.25

31.75

34.99
23.50

59.95

19.99

32.50

32.50

48.25

34.99

23.50

64.95

59.95

45.00

53.25

69.95

32.50

81.50

81.50

32.50

32.50

58.25

GAMEGEAR
2317 Chessmaster

2311 Clutch Hitter

2301 G-Loc

2318 HalleyWars

2401 Mickey Mouse Castle of Illusion

2312 Ninja Gaiden
2306 Psychic World

2307 Putt & Putter

2302 Revenge of Drancon

2315 Slider

2316 Solitaire Poker

2304 Super Monaco
2203 Woody Pop

Just fill out the order form and send it in.

It's quick, it's easy & it's only from Sega!
I
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ORDER FORM
City

Slate Zip

Home Phone
(

Daytime Phone
(

Part* Item Description

0RCALL1-800-USA-SEGA

Dry

CALIFORNIA RESIDENT SALES TAX

POSTAGE S HANDLING

TOTAL ENCLOSED

Important! Send all orders to:

Sega of America

Attn: Parts Order Dept.

3335 Arden Road

Hayward.CA 94545

U Visa or I MasterCard accepted

Credit Card #

Expiration Date

Please allow 4-6 weeks tor delivery All orders subject to availability.



If tUis wen a perfect

world uoud be all tUumeS.

TUftt mau uoud Uave more

Se^oT 6-Button Controllers, t-s uttoh controllers

control, uoud Ucwe more

ntense combinations. But

tkiv-icjs arent perfect. So if

aou want A It tUat stuff

won sUould eitUer buu one

of our new Arcade stule

Trie Next Best Tl^mg

To Genetic Mutation.

or itArt Uandlinc, larcje

Amounts of nucleAr waste

nd — well, Uope for tUe

best. Personally, wed 30

for tUe controllers. TUeure

more reasonably priced

and a UecU of a lot easier

to come bu tUan a cUunk

of plutonium.

.SEGA. G.n.sii, S«9« CD. b-Butt«, ArcJ. P«J, i-8utt»- Ar»J« Stick .n«l W-t«™« to tU. N«t Level =re tr.Je^.rU; of SEGA ©1993 SEGA. All ri 9Ut> res.rv.J.



Hedgehog"" Prizes.

Tattoos, Stickers and

Pencil Toppers.

All Fun,

All Different &
AIL SONIC

HEDGEHOG!

Sega Genesis. Sonic The Hedgehog and related

charotWjond indicia am tademaki cf Sega

© 1994. Sega. All Rights Rosemed.



GAMES WITH PERSONALITY.
©1993 Accolade. Inc. All rights reserved- " Bubsy is a trademark of Accolade. Inc.

Licensed by Sega Enterprises Ltd. tor play on the Sega™ Genesis™ System. Sega and Genesis are trademarks of Sega Enterprises Ltd.



HOW DO VOU INSTANTLY
MAKE YOUR OFFENSE TWICE AS QUICK

AND TWICE AS POWERFUL?

With twice the processing power of

Super Nintendo, Sega Genesis" is the sports

machine. you heard me, twice the processing power. compare nfl football '94

starring joc montana with any football game for nintendo and you'll see what

that means. genesis games are faster. they're more realistic. they have incredible

graphics and great sound. and sega has tons of sports software titles to choose

from. Greatest Heavyweights, Would Series" Baseball, and NBA Action'" '94

just to name a few that will be coming soon. all

with real players and real teams.

so take your game to the next level.

Get a Sega Genesis.

m fit

frrarfnSPORTS
WE SWEAT THE DETAILS.


